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AGREEl\1ENT made and entered into by and between the CITY OF MOUNT
VERNON, a municipal corporation located in the County of Westchester, State of New
York (hereinafter referred to as the "City") and CML SERVICE ENIPLOYEES
ASSOCIATION, INC., LOCAL 1000, AFSCME-AFL/CIO, MOUNT VERNON CITY
UNIT OF WESTCHESTER LOCAL 860, (hereinafter referred to as the "CSEA").
ARTICLE I. RECOGNITION
A. The City recognizes the CSEA as the sole and exclu~ive bargaining agent for
and on behalf of the employees of the City, excluding all employees in the bargaining
units now represented by Mount Ve~on Police Association, Inc., the Uniformed Fire
Fighters Association, Inc., the Teamsters Local 456, the personnel of the Mount Vernon
Urban Renewal Agency, and all appointed employees.
B. The CSEA shall have recognition as the exclusive bargaining agent for the
above-described unit for the maximum period allowed by law.
ARTICLE II. DUES. AGENCY SHOP. AND OTHER DEDUCTIONS
A. 1. The City agrees to continue to deduct trom the salaries of its employees,
membership dues and/or life, sick and accident insurance premium deductions for the
Association trom said employees who volUntarily and individually authorize the City to
deduct and to transmit the monies to the CSEA. Employee authorizations shall be in
writing and in a manner consistent with the law.
2. The City further agrees to deduct from the salaries of its employees such
credit union deductions as they may authorize, in writing, provided that the CSEA
establishes and maintains a credit union which is mutually agreeable to the parties.
B. Deductions shall be made unifonnly and consistently on each payday of the
month. Funds thus collected shall be transmitted to the Treasurer of the CSEA, Inc., 143
Washington Avenue, Albany, New York 12210.
C. Deductions authorized by any employee shall continue as so authorized unless
and until such employee notifies the City as to hislher desire to discontinue or to change
.
such authorization in writing. Deductions shall also be made as authorized in writing for
participation in the Master Plan providing insurance benefits and/or credit union
deductions.
D. Notification of discontinuance of deductions shall be in writing and signed by
the employee and submitted to the City in triplicate. One copy shall be forwarded by the
City to the Treasurer of the CSEA, Inc:, one shall be sent to the Westchester Local Office,
and one shall be retained by the City.
E. The CSEA, Inc. assumes full responsibility for the disposition of the funds so
deducted once they are turned over to the CSEA, Inc.
F. Agency Shop. All employees included in the bargaining unit, who are not
members of the Union, shall be required to pay to the Union an Agency Shop Fee, as
provided by the Civil Service Law, which is an amount equivalent to the amount of dues
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payable by a member of the Union. The employer will make deductions from the wages
of said employees and transmit them in the same manner as specified in Section B above~
as an Agency Shop Fee deduction.
The City shall provide the Unit President with a copy of the list provided
CSEA, Inc., which specifies the members of the unit from whose salaries the City is
.
"
deducting agency shop fees, but no less than once per quarter.
Said employees have the right to recover any part of an Agency Shop Fee
Deduction.which represents the employee's pro rata share of expenditures by the Union in
aid of activities or causes only incidentally related to terms and conditions of
employment.
The vacations, sick leave, and leaves of absence shall be continued as set forth in
Chapter I of the Administrative Code of the City of Mount Vernon and whicn is set out
below as it applies to the unit for informational purposes.
Section 1. Definitions:
A. Except as otherwise herein provided, this shall apply only to full-time and
part-time employees, except school crossing guards.
B. Except as otherwise hereinafter provided, this contract shall not apply to
temporary or seasonal help employed by any City agency, bureau, department or board,
or the Board of Water Supply, or to City employees paid on a per diem or hourly basis.
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C. Except as otherwise hereinafter provided, the term "full-time" shall refer to the
following employees:
1. City employees receiving a fixed annual salary and whose normal
workweek includes -
a. Forty (40) hours per week in a job regularly scheduled for forty
(40) hours per week (eight (8) hours per day exclusive of one (1) hour per day for lunch)
or
b. Thirty-five (35) hours per week in ajob regularly scheduled for
thirty-five (35) hours per week (seven (7) hours per day exclusive of one (1) hour per day
for lunch).
c. Sanitation Forepersons work the same number of hours per week
as the employees he/she supervises, and if the hours of work for such employees change
so shall the scheduled work hours of the Sanitation Forepersons, without additional
compensation.
2. Emergency Service Dispatchers who work a schedule assigned by the
Police Commissioner or hislher designee, or Fire Commissioner or his/her designee,
receiving a fixed annual salary and whose normal workweek includes:
a. An average of forty (40) or more hours per week (exclusive of
lunch).
D. Whenever used in this ordinance, the term "part-time" shall refer to:
4
,
.
1. City employees receiving a fixed annual salary, whose normal
workweek is less than forty (40) hours per week, eight (8) hours per day exclusive of one
( 1) hour per day for lunch for employees regularly scheduled to work forty (40) hours per
week;
2. City employees receiving a fixed annual salary, whose normal
workweek is less than thirty- five (35) hours per week, seven (7) hours per day exclusive
of one (1) hour per day for lunch for employees regularly scheduled to work thirty-five
(35) hours per week;
3. Temporary City employees who are employed on a per diem basis but
who are continuously employed for at least six (6) months in a calendar year, and whose
normal workweek is forty (40) hours per week, eight (8) hours per day in a job normally
scheduled for forty (40) hours per week or thirty-five (35) hours per week, seven (7)
hours per day in a job normally scheduled for thirty-five (35) hours per week, exclusive
of one (1) hour per day for lunch.
E. The term "sick leave" shall refer to authorized absence from duty of an
employee because of his/her own sickness or disability, or injury not within the scope of
the Workers' Compensation Law. Such illness or injury must be sufficiently serious to
interfere with the performance of his or her duties or of such a nature that attendance to
duty would have deleterious effects on the employee's health, or of such a nature that
attendance would have a deleterious effect on the health of other City employees. Illness
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or injury incurred through excessive use of intoxicating beverages is specifically
excluded, unless otherwise provided by law.
F. For the purpose of salary deductions, the daily salary shall be considered as the
annual salary divided by the actual number of working days in each year. Legal holidays
shall be deemed working days.
Section 2. Vacations:
Vacations of all City employees shall be detennined by the number of months or
calendar years of continuous service with the City as follows:
A. Vacations during the first calendar year of continuous employment:
Full-time City employees who have worked six (6) or more continuous
months during their first calendar year of employment shall receive one (1) calendar week
of vacation with full pay during such calendar year.
B. Vacations during second calendar year of continuous employment:
Full-time City employees in their second continuous calendar year of
employment who have completed more than six (6) months, but less than twelve (12)
months of continuous service shall receive one (1) calendar week of vacation with full
pay during their second continuous year of employment and those who have completed
twelve (12) or more months of continuous service shall receive an additional one (1)
week's vacation with full pay during such second calendar year of employment.
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C. Vacations during third and subsequent calendar year of continuous
employment: .
Full-time City employees in their third or subsequent calendar year of
continuous employment who have completed more than twelve (12), but less than
twenty-four (24) months of continuous service shall receive two (2) weeks with full pay
during their third continuous calendar year of employment and those who have completed
more than twenty-four (24) months of continuous service shall receive an additional
week's vacation with full pay during their third continuous calendar year of employnlent
. and in each subsequent year of continuous employment.
D. Vacations after fifteen (15) continuous years of City employment or
membership in State Retirement Fund: Full-time City employees who have completed
fifteen (15) continuous years of service, computed from the date of their appointment or
have held membership in the New York State Retirement Fund for fifteen (15) continuous
years and have completed two (2) calendar years of continuous employment with the City
of Mount Vernon, shall be entitled to an additional week's vacation each year, with full
pay.
E. Part-time City employees: Part-time City employees as hereinbefore defmed,
with at least six (6) months prior continuous service with the City as of the date their
vacation is to commence shall receive not exceeding five (5) working days of vacation
with full pay during anyone year; those with twelve (12) or more continuous months of
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prior service as of the date of their vacation is to commence shall receive not exceeding
ten (10) working days of vacation during anyone calendar year.
F. All employees shall be deemed to have commenced work on the first day of the
month in which they were appointed.
G. Vacation periods of City employees directly appointed by the M~yor, City
Council, or City Comptroller shall be approved by the Mayor, the President of the City
Council, and the City Comptroller, respectively.
H. . Nothing hereinbef<?re contained shall be deemed to diminish or reduce the
number of weeks of vacation earned and unused by any City employee as of January I,
1962.
Section 3. Scheduling and Accumulating Vacations:
A. Vacations shall be scheduled in periods of not less than one (1) week, except
upon approval of the department andlor bureau head. Such approval shall not be
unreasonably withheld.
B. Employees who are entitled to four (4) weeks vacation may take four (4) weeks
vacation consecutively subject to the prior written approval of the bureau andlor
department head, who may require that the fourth week be taken at a different time
according to the needs of the department.
c. Vacations may, with the prior written approval of the department head which
shall be filed with the Civil Service Commission, be accumulated up to a ma..ximum of
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four (4) calendar weeks; however, not more than four (4) weeks vacation may be taken in
anyone year unless authorized in writing by the bureau and department head.
D. The choice of vacation period shall be given City employees with the longest
periods of continuous service in the City employ, without regard to their classification~
provided that such choice shall not, in the opinion of the bureau and department head,
adversely affect the operation of the department. Vacation preference schedule shall be
prepared and approved by the department head in the order of employee's starting dates of
last continuous employment.
Section 4.' Holidays During Vacations:
If a legal holiday as herein designated is observed by the City of Mount Vernon
and such holiday occurs during an employee's vacation period, such employee shall be
entitled to an additional day's vacation by reason of such holiday.
Section S. Scheduling of Emergency Service Dispatcher Vacations:
Sections 3 and 4 of this Article shall not apply to Emergency Service Dispatchers.
Vacations for such employees shall be scheduled in accordance with Police or Fire
Department policy (whichever he/she is assigned). Vacation shall be chosen on the basis
of seniority in the Police Department within the group consisting of Emergency Service
Dispatchers; or, in the Fire Department, within the group consisting of Dispatcher
Lineman and Emergency Service Dispatchers.
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Section 6. Leaves of Absence as Affecting VacatioDs and Sick Leaves:
When computing prior continuous service of a City employee in order to ascertain
the employee's vacation or sick leave allowance, any period the employee is absent on
leave with or without pay shall be deducted from such computation, but shall not
otherwise interrupt continuity.
Section 7. Vacations Upon Termination of Employment:
A. If an employee intends to tenninate hislher employment with the City for
reasons other than dismissal from service, he/she shall be granted vacation with full pay,
equivalent to the vacation and overtime credits earned and not taken at the time of
tenninating employment, provided sufficient advance notice of such tennination is
submitted to the department head to enable such vacation, with full pay to be scheduled
prior to the effective date of tennination, and provided that at least four (4) weeks' notice
is given to the department head prior to commencing such vacation.
B. In the case of the death in office of a City employee, the Comptroller is
authorized and directed to pay to their next of~ or estate, in accordance with law, the
full amount of salary due such City employee for all of the vacation time to which he/she
was entitled at the time of his/her death. The voucher shall be approved by the
department head and the Civil Service Commission prior to the payment by the
Comptroller.
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C. If any City employee's services is tenninated by reason of the abolishment of
hislher job or position or for any reason other than dismissal from service, and if there
will be insufficient time to enable him/her to take his/her earned vacation period
following written notice to himlher by hislher department head of the abolishing or
tennination of hislher job or position, he/she shall be entitled to receive the full amount of
salary due him/her as of the date hislher services are tenninated for vacation time earned
"
but not taken by himlher.as of said tennination date.
D. At the time of leaving the employ of the City, no employee shall receive more
vacation than years of service with the City. In the event an employee has taken more
vacation than years of service, pay for such shall be deducted from hislher wages.
Section 8. Vacation Pay:
Prior to going on earned vacation, the City will issue vacation pay in advance for
pay falling due during the vacation period providing, two (2) weeks' prior notice is given
before going on vacation; notice to be signed by the department head and submitted to the
Finance Department. (Regular personnel change fonns may be used). This section shall
not apply to Emergency Dispatchers who shall receive vacation pay in accordance with
Police Department procedure.
Section 9. Sick Leave:
Sick leave is provided to take care of the more common period of illness and to
make some provisions for periods of prolonged illness and disability.
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A. Accumulated sick leave credited to City employees as of December 3 I, 1960~
shall remain iri full force and effect.
B. Commencing January 1, 1961, sick leave shall be earned by full-time City
employees at the rate of one and one-quarter (1-1/4) days per month. Upon a proper
finding of illness or injury necessitating medical care, a department head may permit up
to fifteen (15) days of sick leave to be taken by any employee during a calendar year,
notwithstanding the fact that the employee has not earned such sick leave at the time it is
granted, provided that appropriate payroll adjustments shall be made in the case of any
such employee who fails or refuses to return to work after being granted such unearned
sick leave. Such pennission shall not be unreasonably withheld.
C. Commencing January 1,1961, sick leave shall be earned by part-time City
employees at the rate of one-half (1/2) day per month for every month of continuous
servIce.
D. For the purpose of calculating sick leave, the time recorded on the payroll
records at the full rate of pay shall be considered as the time the employee was
"continuously employed".
E. The unit for computation of sick leave shall not be less than one-half (1/2) day.
F. Sick leave credits shall be based upon actual working days only.
G. Members of the unit who have worked an entire calendar year and do not use
any sick leave during that calendar year shall be entitled to two (2) ponus leave days in
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the following calendar year. Members of the unit who meet these requirements and have
one hundred and eighty (180) days of accumulated sick leave shall be entitled to four (4)
such days. Such days may not be taken in conjunction with compensatory time and must
be scheduled with the approval of the department head.
Section 10. Sick Leave Accumulation:
Commencing January 1, 1961, the unused portion of the sick leave allowance for
the preceding year shall be accumulated as an allowance for additional days of sick leave
absence at full pay. All sick leave accumulation shall be limited to one hundred and
eighty (180) days.
Section 11. Recording Sick Leaves:
In order that absence, because of personal illness, may be charged to accumulated
sick leave, it must be reported by the employee at, or prior to, the commencement of each
working day of such absence, and absence for illness on Saturday or Sunday shall not be
charged unless Saturday or Sunday is a"designated working day for the employee. If an
employee is designated to work a half day on Saturday or Sunday, then only a half day
shall be charged for absence on such day.
Emergency Service Dispatchers must report their absences in accordance with the
policy of the Police or Fire Department (whichever Department he/she is assigned).
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Section 12. Sick Leave Absences:
A. An employee, other than an Emergency Service Dispatcher, who fails to report
for duty due to personal illness or injury may be required to submit a written report from
hislher physician, which shall include a statement of the nature of the illness and a
statement as to whether or not the employee was sufficiently ill to justify absence. Such
written report shall not be unreasonably requested.
In the event of failure to submit proof of illness within 48 hours of the
request of the department head, such absences shall be considered as unauthorized leave
and the employee shall not be paid for such absence and such absence shall not be
charged against accumulated sick leave credits.
B. Sick leave for Emergency Service Dispatchers shall be governed by the
regulations of the Police or Fire Department (whichever the employee is assigned).
Section 13. Leave of Absence Without Pay for IUness:
A City employee who has contracted an illness or has suffered an injury which
would, in the normal course of events, necessitate his/her being absent for an extended
period of time over and above hislher accumulated sick leave, vacation, and overtime
credits may, with the approval of the City Council, be granted a leave of absence, without
pay, for a period not exceeding one (1) year.
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Section 14. Physical Examination After Sick Leave Absences:
The department head may require an employee who has been absent because of
personal illness, prior to and as a condition ofhislher return to duty, to be examined by a
physician designated by the department head to establish whether he/she is physically or
mentally able to perform hislher normal duties and that hislher return to duty will not
jeopardize hislher health, safety or welfare, or the health, safety or welfare of other
employees.
Emergency Service Dispatchers shall be governed by the regulations of the Police
or Fire Department (whichever Department the employee is assigned).
Section 15. Leave Due to Occupational Injury or Disease Within the
Workers' Compensation Law:
A. Any City employee who is necessarily absent from duty because of
occupational injury or disease sustained within the course of his/her duties and within the
scope of the Workers' Compensation Law, 'may, pending adjudication ofhislher case and
while hislher disabilitY renders himlher unable to perform the duties of hislher position,
be granted leave with full pay for a period not to exceed six (6) months, exclusive of
accumulated sick leave credits and other time credits, on written approval of the
department head after satisfactory evidence has been subm,ittedthat the injury or disease
was service incurred and after full consideration of all of the facts involved. Vacation and
sick leave credits shall not be earned under these circumstances for periods that an
employee is on such leave with pay.
IS
B. The department head shall promptly notify the Civil Service Commission of
any employees who have been injured in the course of employment and are filing a
compensation claim and the date on which payment of salary is to be stopped by the City;
and shall file a claim for reimbursement with the Workers' Compensation Board, pursuant
to Workers' Compensation Law, Article 2, Section 24, subsection 4, if wages or salary are
paid to an employee while on such leave. When the employee has been awarded
compensation for the period ofhislher leave with pay, such compensation award for loss
of time for such period shall be paid over to the City.
Section 16. Sick Leave for School Crossing Guards:
A. The school crossing guards employed in the Police Department of Public
Safety on a per diem basis, shall each be entitled to receive six (6) days of sick leave, with
pay, in the event he/she is unable to attend to hislher duties oecause of sickness or
disability during each school year beginning in September and ending in June.
B. Every school crossing guard shall give prompt notice of inability to attend to
hislher duties because of sickness or disability to the Chief of Police, or hislher designee,
who shall request the Police Department physician to make an investigation of absence
and report on the alleged sickness or disability and shall use said report as his basis for
allowing or disallowing sick leave pay.
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Section 17. Sick Leave Bank:
A. An emergency sick leave bank will be established to provide against the
economic effects of a long tenn catastrophic illness andlor accident.
B. Members of the unit who contribute shall be eligible to use the sick leave bank
in the years for which they contribute.
Contributions by participating members shall be at the rate of two (2) days
the first year an employee elects to participate, and one (1) day each year the employee
participates thereafter, and shall be made on forms provided by the unit by October 1st of
each year for the following year. Such days must be contributed from employees'
accumulated sick leave, and cannot be contributed from days the employee is earning
during that calendar year.
C. A sick leave bank committee shall be established consisting of the President of
the unit and two (2) individuals, appointed by him/her.
D. Use of the sick leave bank shall be governed as follows:
1. The member must have exhausted all accumulated leave entitlements
including, but not limited to, sick leave, personal leave, and vacation leave entitlements.
In addition, the first ten (10) days of absence beyond the exhaustion of leave days will not
be compensable under the sick leave bank, unless waived by the committee.
2. In applying for sick leave bank benefits, the member shall provide to the
sick leave bank committee any documents and infonnation deemed necessary by the
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committee regarding the nature and duration of the disabling condition, as well as submit
to a physical examination( s) directed by the committee.
3. The committee shall render its decision as soon as reasonably possible
on each application submitted. In the event that an applicant's absence requires use of
more than forty (40) working days, the committee shall meet to detennine renewal or
nonrenewal of the application. Decisions of the committee are final and not subject to
any appeal or to arbitration.
4. In any even~ the maximum number of days the committee will allocate
. to anyone illness is sixty (60) days, which may be extended up to one (1) year at the
discretion of the committee. In no case will an employee be entitled to sick leave bank
days if adjudged to be pennanently unable to perfonn the duties required of their position.
E. The President shall provide the Comptroller with an annual report detailing the
number of sick days contributed by individual employee(s), sick days granted by the
committee to the employee(s), and the'reserve of sick days in the bank.
Section 18. Absence for lllness without Sick Leave Credits:
If an employee is absent due to illness or injury and the employee has no sick leave
credit but does have accrued vacation or overtime credits, each day's absence may be
deducted from such credits at the employee's written option. In the absence of written
notification, such deduction shall be made as a matter of course from the accumulated
vacation time and overtime balances, and the employee shall receive full pay for each
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absence so deducted to the extent of such accumulated but unused vacation and overtime
credits.
Section 19. Additional Authorized Leaves:
Full-time City employees may be granted an absence with full pay of not more
than five (5) working days in any calendar year on account of death or serious illness in
such City employee's immediate family upon submission of satisfactory evidence
thereof. Such absence may be extended to a maximum often (10) full days, but the
excess above five (5) days shall be charged to unused sick leave, vacation or overtime
credits. Should an employee suffer more than one (1) death in the immediate family in a
calendar year, then two (2) additional days of absence with pay will be granted, which
days shall not be charged to accumulated sick leave. The immediate family of any City
employee shall include grandparents, brothers, sisters, spouse, children, or parents of the
employee or of his or her spouse. One day's absence with full pay may be granted to all
City employees in case of death or serious illness to members of their family, other than
their immediate family.
Section 20. Maternity Leave:
A pregnant employee shall be allowed to perform the duties of her job as long as
she is medically able except where physical disability may endanger the employee or
constitute a liability in the perfonnance of her duties. Pregnant employees are not
required to report the existence of pregnancy to the City.
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A pregnant employee, upon filing appropriate medical evidence that she is unable
to perform the duties of her position due to this pregnancy, shall be pennitted to use anv
annual leave, personal leave, and sick leave for the period of her disability. Should the
employee elect to use annual, personal, and sick leave for the period of disability: any
disability payments received by the employee for the period of time during which she is
receiving annual, personal, and sick leave shall be paid over to the City.
Upon her request to the City, the employee may be granted a maternity leave of
absence, without pay, for a maximum period of six (6) months. Such leave may be
extended upon recommendation of the department head, up to a maximum of one (1)
year. Said leave of absence, without pay, shall be in addition to the above leave with pay
benefits.
Section 21. Leave for Quarantine:
If an employee who is not ill himselfi'herself is required to remain absent because
of quarantine and presents a written statement of the attending physician or the
Commissioner of Health proving the necessity of such absence, he/she shall be granted
leave, with pay, for the period of his/her required absence, said leave to be charged
against accumulated sick leave, vacation or overtime credits in the same manner as if
he/she were sick himselt7herself. Prior to return to duty, there shall be a certification by
the Commissioner of Health that his/her return to duty will not jeopardize the health of
other employees.
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Section 22. Absence for Court Attendance and Jury Service:
On the submission of proof to the department head of the necessity of jury services
or attending court under subpoena, other than in connection with actions or proceedings
involving the City, leave of absence shall be granted, with pay, to all employees, less the
amount received for jury service or witness fees which shall be paid over to the City.
Section 23. Absence for Military, Naval, or Reserve Duty:
A. Members of the National Guard, Naval Militia, or the various United States
Reserves 'Corps are entitled to leave of absence, with pay, when ordered to duty. During
such leave they shall receive their regular salary for any period up to thirty (30) days.
However, the total number of days for such leave shall not exceed thirty (30) calendar
days in anyone calendar year.
B. Requests shall be made in advance accompanied by a copy of the order to duty.
Upon return, the City employee shall deliver a certificate of proof of attendance signed by
the commanding officer and showing his/her period of service.
Section 24. Leave of Absence Without Pay:
A. Any City employee who is temporarily physically or mentally unable to
perfonn hislher duties, or who desires to engage in a course of study intended to increase
hislher usefulness to the City service, or who for any other reason considered beneficial
by the head of the department desires to secure a leave of absence from hislher regular
duties, may, with the written approval of the City Council and the head of the department
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in which he/she is employed, be granted a leave of absence, without pay, for a period not
to exceed one (1) year. Upon the tennination of such leave of absence without pay, such
employee may be reinstated in his/her position. When a leave of absence without pay for
a year has been granted, no similar leave shall be granted to the same employee within
t\vo (2) years after reinstatement.
B. Any City employee who is required to render ordered military or naval duty
shall be granted leave of absence, without pay, as authorized by the Laws of the State of
New York.
Section 25. Overtime Work:
In case any full-time City employee is required to work overtime, or under
conditions involving extraordinary hazards to health, he/she may, in the discretion of the
department head, if the work of the department pennits, be credited with supplemental
time off by the department head which must be used within one (1) year of the dates
credited and of which not more than one (1) week may be taken in conjunction with the
annual vacation. Nothing herein contained shall prevent the payment of overtime pay
where the same is provided for in the department budget or funds therefor are
appropriated. All overtime is to be recorded. This section does not apply to Emergency
Service Dispatchers.
Section 26. Absences:
A. Absences shall be charged on the basis of a half day.
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B. 1. Reporting for work more than two (2) hours but less than four (4) hours
after the regular time shall be charged as a half-day's absence. Reporting after the fifth
hour shall be charged as a full-day's absence.
2. Since payrolls are made up trom five (5) to six (6) days preceding the
issuance of checks, unauthorized absences during such period shall be deducted from the
next payroll check.
3. If a City employee, upon termination of his/her service with the City, has
.
been overpaid by reason of any of the provisions of this Agreement, such City employee
shall reimburse the City for the amount of such overpayment within thirty (30) days after
receipt of written demand therefor by the City Comptroller.
C. An employee shall be responsible for notifying his/her department head in
advance of a planned absence. In case of unexpected absence, such as illness or death in
the family, he/she shall be responsible for notifying hislher department head before the
commencement of his/her regular working day or as soon as reasonably possible.
D. Emergency Service Dispatchers must notify their department head seventy-two
(72) hours in advance of their planned absence, except in cases of emergency where
he/she shall be responsible for notifying hislher department head as soon as reasonably
possible.
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E. An employee absent without notification and/or adequate explanation to the
department head may not be paid for such absent time and may be subject to disciplinary
proceedings.
Section 27. Holidays:
A. 1. New Year's Day 7. Columbus Day
2. Lincoln's Birthdav
oJ 8. Election Day
3. Washington's Birthday 9. Veteran's Day
4. Memorial D~y 10. Thanksgiving Day
5. Independence Day 11. Christmas Day
6. Labor Day 12. Dr. Martin Luther King
lr.'s Birthday
If the holiday falls on a Saturday, it shall be observed on the preceding Friday. A'
holiday which falls on Sunday shall be observed the following Monday.
These days shaH be guaranteed regardless of the day upon which it falls.
B. Emergency Service Dispatchers shall be paid in cash for twelve (12)
paid holidays, whether worked or not. This payment shall be in lieu of time off for the
holidays provided in the contract. Six (6) holidays shall be paid in the fIrStpay period in
July, and six (6) holidays shall be paid in the first pay period of December. Holiday pay
shall be made in separate checks. Compensation for each of said paid holidays shall be
made at the rate of one-tenth (1/1 Oth) of the biweekly salary of the employee. In order to
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be entitled to such paid holidays, the employee shall have held the position during the
entire preceding six (6) month period and shall be so employed at the end thereof.
Section 28. Bereavement Pay -School Crossing Guards:
In the event of death in the immediate family, school crossing guards may receive
up to three (3) days of absence with pay. Such absence may be extended to a maximum
of six (6) full days but the excess above three (3) days shall be charged to unused sick
leave. Should an employee suffer more than one death in the immediate family in a
calendar year, then two (2) additional days of absence, with pay, will be granted.
Immediate family shall be as defmed previously in this Article.
Section 29. Time for Lunch or Supper:
All City employees shall be entitled to a full hour for lunch or supper, in
accordance with their working hours. This section shall not apply to Emergency Service
Dispatchers.
Section 30. Records to be Kept:
Each' department head shall establish a vacation schedule, including all members
of the department who shall be entitled to a vacation and shall post a copy of such
schedule in a conspicuous place or places in the office of the department giving names
and starting dates of last continuous employment and indicating the approved vacation
period for each employee of the department.
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Section 31. Transfer of Credits:
Credits for vacation and sick leave only shall be transferred with the employees
from one City department to another City department, board, commission, or office.
ARTICLE IV. CHANGES IN PROCEDURE
Any proposed changes in personnel rules, working conditions and regulations shall
be submitted to the CSEA for full discussion before becoming final. This shall not be
construed as restricting the City from making such changes as long as they are not
. inconsistent with the specific provisions of this Agreement.
ARTICLE V. GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
Section 1. Definitions:
As used herein the following terms shall have the following meanings:
A. "Employee" shall mean any person directly employed and compensated by the
City of Mount Vernon, except persons employed in the legislative or judicial branch
thereof.
B. "Grievance" shall mean any claim, violation, misinterpretation or inequitable
application of the existing laws, rules, procedures, regulations, administrative orders or
work rules of the City of Mount Vernon or a department thereof, which relate to or
involve employee health or safety, physical facilities, materials or equipment furnished to
employees, or supervision of employees; provided, however, that such term shall not
include any matter involving an employee's rate or amount of compensation, retirement
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benefits, disciplinary proceeding or any other matter which is otherwise r~:liewable
pursuant to the law or any rule or regulation having the force and effect of law.
C. "Department" shall mean any department or other agency of the government of
the City of Mount Vernon, other than the legislative or judicial branches thereof.
D. "Department Head" shall mean the officer in full charge of said department as
prescribed by the City Charter of Mount Vernon or other applicable law.
E. "Immediate Supervisor" shall mean the employee or officer on the next higher
level of authority above the employee'in the department wherein the grievance exists and
who normally assigns and supervises the employee's work or evaluates hislher work
performance.
F. "Days" shall mean all days other than Saturdays, Sundays and legal holidays.
Saturdays, Sundays and legal holidays shall be excluded in computing the number of days
within which action must be taken or notice given within the terms of this Agreement.
Section 2. Declaration of Basic Principle:
Every employee of the City of Mount Vernon shall have the right to present hislher
grievance in accordance with the procedures provided herein, free from interference,
coercion, restrain~ discrimination or reprisal, and shall have the right to be represented by
a person ofhislher own choosing at all stages of the grievance procedure.
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Section 3. Initial Presentation - First Stage:
A. An employee who claims to have a grievance shall present hislher grievance in
writing to his/her department head within ten (10) days after the grievance occurs and
request a review and detennination of hislher grievance and may also request a hearing on
hislher grievance.
B. Such request shall contain a statement setting forth the specific nature of the
grievance and the facts and circumstances relating to it.
C. Such request shall be served upon both the department head and upon the
employee's immediate supervisor.
D. Thereupon, and within two (2) days after receiving such request, the immediate
supervisor shall submit to the department head a written statement of hislher infonnation
concerning the specific nature of the grievance and the circumstances and facts relating to
it.
E. The department head, or hislher nominee, may and at the request of the
employee, shall hold a hearing within five (5) days after receiving the written request for
said hearing and statement from the employee.
F. The employee, and hislher representative, if any, may appear at the hearing and
present oral arguments or statements.
G. Within five (5) days after the close of the hearing or within eight (8) days after
the grievance has been submitted to himlher if there be no hearing, the department head,
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or hislher nominee, shall make hiSlber decision and communicate the same to the
employee presenting the grievance and to the employee's representative, if any.
Section 4. Second Stage:
A. Appeals from decisions of the department head, or his/her nominee, shall be
heard by a single arbitrator chosen by the parties to this Agreement, pursuant to the labor
arbitration rules of the American Arbitration Association.
B. The decision of the arbitrator shall be advisory only.
C. The parties shall share equally the cost of the arbitrator.
D. The grievance shall be submitted for arbitration within sixty (60) days of the
occurrence of the grievance or arbitration shall be considered waived and the grievance
settled.
ARTICLE VI. JOB DESCRIPTIONS AND TITLE CLASSIFICATIONS NOTICE
A. In the event a job description for a title is to be changed, the CSEA shall have
advance notice of such change.
B. Whenever there occur vacancies to be filled in the unit, notice of such vacancy
shall be posted and written notice given to the President of the CSEA.
C. When an employee requests in writing a reevaluation of his/her duties to
detennine whether he/she is correctly classified, the CSEA shall be notified of such
request. It is understood that questions of classification shall not be subject to the
grievance procedure.
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ARTICLE...YJI. WORKWEEK. WORKDAY. OVERTIME
A. The present nonnal workweek for thirty-five (35) hour per week employees,
consisting of five (5) days per week, seven (7) hours per day, shall be continued.
B. The present normal workweek for forty (40) hour per week employees,
consisting of five (5) days per week, eight (8) hours per day, shall be continued.
C. The City shall pay compensatory time at straight time or pay at option of City
for overtime hours worked between thirty-five (35) and forty (40), and time and one-half
(I 1/2) for hours worked beyond forty (40). Past accrued compensatory time shall be
liquidated at the option of the employee consistent with the needs of the department as
determined by the department head.
D. All overtime shall be recorded.
E. Subsections A, B, and C shall not apply to Emergency Service Dispatchers.
The normal work schedule for Emergency Service Dispatchers shall be as assigned by the
Commissioner of the. Police or Fire Department, or his/her designee, (whichever
Department the employee is assigned). Emergency Service Dispatchers shall be
compensated at the rate of time and one-half(I-1I2) for time the employee is assigned to
work by the Supervisor prior to or following his/her normal work hours. Said overtime
shall be paid in cash at the rate of one and one-half (1-112)the employee's nonnal hourly
rate.
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Overtime shall be paid when an Emergency Service Dispatcher has accumulated
one (I) hour or more of overtime, or fifteen (15) days following the close of the fiscal
year for those who have accumulated less than one (I) hour in the prior fiscal year,
whichever occurs first. Overtime involving less than one (1) hour in an entire year shall
not be compensated for in any manner.
F. Parking Enforcement Officers -The City has the right to have a night and
Saturday shift and to assign employees of the Parking Bureau hired on or after January I,
'1991 to such shift. Such assignment shall be on a rotating basis if there is more than one
(1) such employee. Such shift assignment shall end no later than II :00 p.m. with a one
(1) hour meal break. The Saturday shift shall be trom 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. with a one
(1) hour meal break. Additionally, those employees on such shift shall have the use of a
Department vehicle and two way radios. The City shall have the right to assign
employees hired prior to January 1, 1991, who are provisional civil service employees to
such night/Saturday shift on a rotating basis for the period of February 1, 1991 to March
2, 1991. Thereafter, the City may assign such employees to the night/Saturday shift for
an additional 30 calendar day period if it is unable to hire a Parking Enforcement Officer
after reasonable efforts. The City shall cooperate with the CSEA in the specific efforts
made to hire such employees. In addition, the City may thereafter utilize such
provisional employees to substitute for Parking Enforcement Officers assigned to the
night/Saturday shift who are absent for a period of a minimum of one (1) week or more.
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Provisional employees hired prior to January 1, 1991 who become eligible for
permanent status pursuant to Civil Service Law shall be appointed to such position if their
name can be reached on the eligibility list. Such employees shall be treated in the same
manner as Parking Enforcement Officers who were on permanent status on or before
January 1, 1991.
ARTICLE VIII. EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS
Section 1:
A. The existing ordinances providing for retirement and health insurance benefits
shall provide that:
1. The City shall continue to participate in the New York State Empire Core
Plan plus medical and psychiatric riders.Insurance Program and shall contribute one
hundred (100%) percent of the cost ofindividuaJ and one hundred (100%) percent of the
cost of dependent coverage under the New York State Plan.
2. The City will continue to participate in the New York State Career
Retirement Program provided under Section 75-i ufthe New York State Retirement and
Social Security Law, including the so-called Veteran's Option and the 41-J option.
3. The City shall continue its present Dental Program on behalf of the
employees.
4. The City shall continue to provide Section 60b (Improved Death Benefit) of
the New York State Retirement Plan for bargaining unit members.
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Section 2: Hospitalization Coverage for Retired Employees:
A. The City agrees to pay hospitalization benefits for retired employees in
accordance with the following schedule:
1. Employees retiring at age fifty-five (55), with thirty (30) years or more of
service, thirty-five (35%) percent of the retired employee's share until age sixty (60), one
hundred (100%) percent thereafter.
2. Employees retiring at age sixty (60):
After 10 years of service -330/0 of the retired
employee's share
After 20 years of service -66% of the retired
employee's share
After 25 years of service - 100% of the retired
employee's share
Section 3: Optical Plan
The City shall contribute up to a maximum of $122.00 for full-time unit members
and school crossing guards toward the premiums for the CSEA Employee Benefit Fund
for the specific purpose of vision coverage.
Section 4: Crossing Guards
Crossing guards are entitled to the health, dental, and vision insurance benefits
provided under this contract once the employee has been on the payroll of the City of
Mount Vernon as a school crossing guard for a period of five (5) years. For the purposes
of entitlement under this Section, a year of employment is from the date of hiring to the
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same date the following year, even though a crossing guard works only during the school
year. For example, if a employee was hired on September 1, 1988, he/she would be
eligible for insurance benefits on September 1, 1993; or, if an employee was hired on
January 15, 1989, he/she would be eligible for insurance benefits on January 15, 1994.
Time on unpaid long-term leaves of absence shall not count toward the fulfillment of the
five (5) year period.
ARTICLE IX. WAGES AND SALARY SCHEDULE
Section 1:
A. The compensation schedules in effect on December 31, 1995 shall remain in
effect until December 31, 1996.
B. Effective January 1, 1997, the compensation schedules, shall be amended to
provide that all regular full-time employees shall receive a two (2.0%) percent increase in
wage rate over the December 31, 1996, wage rate, in addition to increments, if any.
C. Effective July 1, 1997, the compensation schedules shall be amended to
provide that all regular full-time employees shall receive a four (4.0%) percent increase in
wage rate over the June 30, 1997, wage rate, in addition to increments, if any.
D. Effective July 1, 1998, the compensation schedules shall be amended to
provide that all regular full-time employees shall receive a three (3.00/0) percent increase
in wage rate over the June 30, 1998 wage rate, in addition to increments, if any.
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E. Effective April 1, 1999, the compensation schedules shall be amended to
provide that .all regular full-time employees shall receive a three (3.0%) percent increase
in wage rate over the March 31, 1999 wage rate, in addition to increments, if any.
F. Effective January 1, 2000, the compensation schedules shall be amended to
provide that all regular full-time employees shall receive a three (3.00/0) percent increase
in wage rate over the December 31, 1999 wage rate, in addition to increments, if any.
Section 2 -School Crossing Guards:
A. The salary schedule in effect on December 31, 1995 for school crossing guards
shall remain in effect until December 31, 1996.
B. Effective January 1, 1997, the compensation schedule shall be increased by two
(2.0%) percent over the schedule in effect on December 31, 1996. The per diem rate
schedule is set forth in Appendix "A".
c. Effective July I, 1997, the salary schedule for school crossing guards shall be
increased by four (4.0%) percent over the schedule in effect on June 30, 1997. The per
diem rate schedule is set forth in Appendix "A".
D. Effective July 1, 1998, the salary schedule for school crossing guards shall be
increased by three (3.0%) percent over the schedule in effect on June 30, 1998. The per
diem rate schedule is set forth in Appendix "A".
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E. Effective April 1, 1999, the salary schedule for school crossing guards shall be
increased by three (3.0%) percent over the schedule in effect on March 31, 1999. The per
diem rate schedule is set forth in Appendix "A".
F. Effective January 1,2000, the salary schedule for school crossing guards shall
be increased by three (3.0%) percent over the schedule in effect on December 31, 1999.
The per diem rate schedule is set forth in Appendix "A".
G. Crossing guards must serve in their positions six (6) months in the fiscal year
they are hired in order to move to Step 2 on January 1 of the following fiscal year.
H. The City shall fill vacancies in the pennanent positions trom the temporary
roster.
Section 3 - Salary Schedules:
A. Regular full-time employees shall be paid in accordance with the salary
schedules attached as Appendix "A."
B. The unit positions and their appropriate grades are set forth in Appendix ItB"
attached hereto.
Section 4 - Clothing Allowance:
A. The annual clothing allowance for the following titles shall be:
Parking Enforcement Officers
Assistant Animal Warden and
Fire Mechanic
- $250.00
- $250.00
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The annual clothing aJlowance for Parking
Enforcement Officers, Assistant
Animal Warden and Fire Mechanic shall be increased by twenty-five
($25.00) dollars.
effective January 1,2000.
B. Effective January I, 1998,Sanitation Forepersons will be entitled to the same
clothing allowance which provided in A of this Section, and such allowance will be
utilized only for purchasing
uniforms. The unifonn wiJJbe designated by the City and
purchased under the procedure established by the City's Director of Management
Services.
C. Effective January I, 1997,employees in the following titles who are employed
with the City as of November 3, 1997 shall be entitled to an annuaJ unifonn allowance of
$100: School Crossing Guards, Emergency Service Dispatchers,
Civilian ComplaintClerks in Police Department, Prison Attendants and Ordinance
Officers. The unifonns
shall be designated by the City and purchased under a procedure
established by the City's
Director of Management Services.
Section 5:
In the event that the "Blue-Collar Increase" reduces the existing
differential
between the blue~collar employees and the below listed supervisory titles, this Agreement
shall be reopened to negotiate over this issue:
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Public Works Supervisor Sanitation Foremen
Garage Superintendent Water Foremen
Parks Supervisor Time Keeper
Street Light Supervisor
Section 6: Longevity
A. Longevity payments shall be made to all full-time employees and crossing
guards based upon years of full-time employment, or years of service as a school crossing
. guard, respectively, as follows:
After 8 years of full-time
employment with the City. . . . .. $100
After 12 years of fuJI-time
employment with the City. . . . . . $100
After 15 years of fuJI-time
employment with the Ci~ . . . . .. $100
Effective January 1, 1998 the following additional longevity steps shall be added:
After 20 years of full-time
employment with the City. . . . . . .$100
After 25 years of full-time
employment with the City. . . . . . .$100.
B. Longevity payments shall be made in the first pay period of December. An
employee's first eight-year, twelve-year, and fifteen-year longevity payments, and
effective January 1, 1998, the twenty and twenty-five year longevity payments, shall be
prorated based on the number of months beyond their eligibility for the applicable
longevity. If an employee leaves the City prior to the first pay period in December, they
shall be entitled to a prorated longevity based on the number of eligible months worked in
. that calendar year.
Section 7: Stand-By Pay for Assistant Animal Warden
The Assistant Animal Warden shall be on stand-by for emergencies five (5) days
per week, with the days to be detennined by the Commissioner of Public Safcty or his/her
designee. The Assistant Animal Warden will be paid four (4) hours of pay at hislher
straight time rate for each two (2) week payroll period. If called out for an emergency,
the Assistant Animal Warden will be paid at the rate of time and one-half for time work is
actually perfonned by the employee plus one (I) half hour of travel time both to and trom
work also at the rate of time and one-half
ARTICLE X. ADMINISTRATIVE RIGHTS
A. The City recognizes the right of the employees to designate representatives of
the Civil Service Employees Association, Inc., to appear on their behalf to discuss
salaries, working conditions, grievances and disputes as to the tenns and conditions of
this Agreement. In the event of issues concerning individual employees, the CSEA shall,
if designated, appear with the concerned employee.
B. The CSEA shall continue to have the right to post notices and other
communications dealing with proper and legitimate CSEA business on existing bulletin
boards mainta.ined on the premises and facilities of the City, reserved at an accessible
place in each building.
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C. The President of the CSEA or hislher designee shall have the right to assist and
appear for any section, group, or any employee in the processing and adjustment of
grievances, and shall be pennitted a reasonable
amount of time trom hislher regular duties
to fulfill these obligations. In the event of grievances
concerning individual employees,the CSEA shall, if designated, appear with the concerned
employee.
D. The CSEA President shall be notified of all job openings by the Civil Service
Commission, and shall also receive notice of all new hirings into the unit.
ARTICLE XI. J~ERSOl.YlYELFILE
Employees shall have the right to review and respond to
nonconfidential materialsplaced in their personnel files. The City shall notitY employees that
nonconfidential
materials are being placed in their files within five (5) days of the insertion of such
materials in the files. The employee's answer to such materials shall not exceed one (I)
page and shall be submitted to the department head for appending to the file within five
(5) days of noti fication that said material is being
inserted.
ARTfCl.,E XII. COMPA,TUULITY WITH LJ\ W
A. Priority of Law: Nothing contained herein shall be construed to deny or
restrict with respect to any employee any rights he/she may have under the Civil Service
Law or any other applicable laws and regulations. The rights provided to employees
hereunder shall be deemed in addition to those provided
elsewhere.
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B. Savings Clause: In the event that any provision of this Agreement shall at anv
time be held to be contrary to law, such provision shall be void and inoperative. All other
provisions of this Agreement shall continue in effect.
A
A. All regular full-time employees may receive up to two (2) pers<;>naldays each
year, provided, however, that at least seventy-two (72) hours advance notice is given to
the employee's department head and such choice shall not, in the opinion of the
department head, adversely affect the operation of the department. Such days shall not be
accumulated.
B. School crossing guards shall receive one (1) such personal day under the same
conditions specified in "A" above.
ARTICLE XIV. JOINJ' COMMITTEE
A. A Joint Committee shall be established to study the job classifications and
grading to study possible inequities in pay grades for certain classifications. The
Committee shall be composed of three (3) members appointed by the Mayor and three (3)
by the CSEA.
B. A Joint Committee separate from that in Section "A" of this article shall be
established to resolve issues of health and safety raised by the CSEA or the City.
ARTICLE xv. PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS
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In the event an employee is required by hislher department head to submit to an
examination by a doctor designated by the City, the examination shall be held within a
reasonable distance of the City.
ARTICLE XVI. CONTIN11AIJON OF NEGOTIATIONS
In the event the Taylor Law expires or is modified, good faith bargaining shall
continue over settlement of terms and conditions of employment, provided such is
. .
permissible under law.
ARTICLE XVlL I.AXLQJLLA W NOTICE
"IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY
PROVISION OF TIllS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE
ACTION TO PERMIT ITS IlVIPLE~NTATION BY M4ENDMENT OF
LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFOR
SHALL NOT BECOrvrn EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE
LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL."
ARTICLE XVIII. DURATION
This Agreement shall be in effect for a term of five (5) years, commencing January
1, 1996, and terminating on December 31, 2000.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be
executed by their respective officers duly authorized thereunto, this day of
THE CITY OF MOUNT VERNON
By
CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES
ASSOCIA nON, INC., LOCAL
1000, AFSCNfE-AFL/CIO
MOUNT VERNON CITY UNIT
WESTCHESTER LOCAL 860
By ,Jl~c ~
Unit President
, 199 fj
/ .- ,,/'. 'Iq
By r~~~~~ d;L-;-~ 'l~/9~CSE taff "/ I' ~ /'
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ADD END U M
It is understood and agreed by and between The City of Mount
Vernon and The Civil Service Employees Association, Inc.,
Local 1000, APSCMB, APL-CIO, Westchester County Local 860,
City of Mount Vernon Unit, that the collective bargaining
agreement dated January 1, 1996 through December 31, 2000
shall be amended as follows:
1)
. ARTICLB IX
- WAGES AND SALARY SCHBDULES
Section 4
- Clothina Allowance
B. Effective January 1, 1998, this clause shall be
amended to include the fOllowing titles eligible for the
annual clothing allowance as provided in "A" of this
section:
Public Works Supervisor
Garage Superintendent
Time Keeper
Parks Supervisor
~~
UNIT PRBSIDBN'l'
~~~Q ~~/
BA'STAPP
\. ..., :
(~O
)1,~L ,/ /Y:91
DATB /
GRADE GROUP
NUMBER
3A
2
7A
II A
6
7A
4
4A
13A
4A
8
8C
6A
16
13A
15
8B
151
6B
I
A-I
9
7
5A
15
7A
8A
7A.
4
9B
6B
6B
8C
5A
4
6B
14
F
7A
8B
APPENDIX B
POSITION
Account Clerk
Account Clerk-Typist
Admin. Assist. !Recreation Department
Admin. Officer (C ivil Defense)
Animal Warden
Assessment Auditor
Assessment Clerk
Assistant Animal Warden
Assistant Engineer.
Assistant Planner
Bookkeeper
Building Inspector
Cashier
Chief Accountant
Chief Account Clerk
Chief Account Clerk - Dept. Public Works
City Director of Weights & Measures
City Engineer
Claims Investigator
Clerk
Community Service Aide
Community Worker
Complaint Investigator
Computer Console Operator
Construction Inspector
Court Security Officer
Court Security Supervisor
CoordinatorlPrograms for the Disabled
Coordinator-Nutrition Program
Deputy Director (Civil Defense) (A)
Director of Athletic Programs
Director of Youth Activities
Elevator/Building Inspector
Emergency Service Dispatcher*
*Engineering Aide
Engineering Assistant
Executive Director - Youth Board
Fire Equipment Mechanic*
*Housing Inspector
Housing Specialist
GRADE GROUP
NIIMRER
8C
7A
5B
4C
lA
7A
7A
8C
11
7A
9A
7A
2A
6A
7A
15B
12
3A
13
12
8C
14
IB
14
7B
8C
8B
2
3A
13A
8D
15A
7A
lIA
4B
3A
10
5
5A
2
APPENDlX_B (Continueq)
~
Inspector ofPubIic Bldgs. & Works
Insurance Clerk
Intennediate Account Clerk
Intenned. Bkkpg. Machine OperatorJail Matron
Junior Accountant
Junior Engineer
Law Assistant
Legal Investigator
Legal Stenographer
Marketing Specialist
Ordinance Officer
Parking Enforcement OfficerPayroll Clerk
Planner
Planning Administrator
Principal Account Clerk
Prison Attendant
Programmer
Program Analyst
Recreation Supervisor
Research and Grants AdministratorSecretary to Planning CommissionerSemor Accountant
Senior Account Clerk
Sr. Acct Clk. (City Clerk's Office)
Sr. Cashier (in Comptroller's Office)Senior Citizens Recreation Leader
Senior Clerk
Senior Engineer
Senior Planner
Senior Programmer
Senior Recreation Leader
Senior Recreation SupervisorSenior Stenographer
Senior Typist
Sewer Foreman **
Shelter Officer
Social Worker Aide
Stenographer
APPENDIX B (Continued)
GRADE GROUP
NUMBER
6
16
8D
3
I
6A
1
~
Stenographic Secretary
Superintendent/Board of Water Supply
Superintendent of Plumbing
Telephone Operator
. Typist
Youth Employment Servke Coordinator
Warrant Clerk
CSEA SUPERVISORY POSITIONS
H
D
E
G
A-A
B
12
12
Assistant Water Superintendent
Garage Superintendent
Park Supervisor
Public Works Supervisor
Sanitation Foreman.
Street Lighting Maintenance Super.
Timekeeper
Water Maintenance Foreman
* Effective January I, 1997, Sanitation Foreman shall move to Grade Group Number 11.
RADE MINIMUM MAXIMUM ANNUAL
:WUP ANNUAL ANNUAL INCRE-
.
r.m E P. PosrTION SALARY SALARY MENT
-- --
1;\ Account Clerk $22,253.44 $29,586.64 S 814.80
Account Clerk-Typist 18,952.93 27,767.89 979.4'+
.:f\ Administrative Assistant
to Recreation Department 25,153.59 36,255.27 1,233.52
11A Administrative Officer
(Civil Defense) 33,104.77 43,060.21 1,106.16
6 Animal Warden 23,653.68 34,233.27 1,175.51
7A Assessment Auditor 25,153.59 36,255.27 1,233.52
4 Assessment Clerk 20,452.93 30,928.03 1,163.90
4A Assistant Animal Warden 21,278.14 30,928.03 1,072.21
lJA Assistant Engineer 39,005.84 49,281. 77 1,141.77
4/\ Assistant Planner 21,278.14 30,928.03 1,072.21
3 Bookkeeper 25,153.57 38,394.01 1,471.16
~c Building Inspector JU,054.34 38,394.01 926.63
I~A Cashier 25,153.71 34,233.27 1,008.84
16 Chief Accountant 51,007.53 81,225.48 3,357.55
IJA Chief Account Clerk 39,005.84 49,281.77 1,141.77
15 Chief Account Clerk
-
D.P.W. 25,153.89 58,225.20 3,674.59
8B City Director of Weights &
Measures 27,653.95 38,394.01 1,193.34
I City Engineer 48,007.02 73,325.10 2,813.12
5A
**
Civilian Complaint Clerk 22,253.34 32,386.26 1,125.88
6B Claims Investigator 26,403.99 34,233.27 869.92
1 Clerk 18,202.79 27,023.60 980.09
A1 Community Service Aide 15,502.21 23,014.60 834.71
9 Community Worker 27,654.02 40,727.15 1,452.57
Complaint Investigator 23,653.38 36,255.27 1,400.21
'5A Computer Corl'sol e Operator 22,253.34 32,386.26 1,125.88
8F3 Computer Services Specialist 27,653.95 38,394.01 1,193.34
15 Construction Inspector 25,153.89 58,225.20 3,674.59
6B Coordinator
-
Community Center 26,403.99 34,233.27 869.92
4 Coordinator
-
Nutrition Program 20,452.93 30,928.03 1,163.90
7A Coordinator of Programs for
the Disabled 25,153.59 36,255.27 1,233.52
7A Court Security Officer 25,153.59 36,255.27 1,233.52
8A Court Se~urity Supervisor 26,403.94 38,394.01 1,332.23
9B Deputy Director (Civil Defense) 33,105.05 40,727.15 846.90
r;.B Director of Athletic
Programs 26,403.99 34,233.27 869.")2
J1!\ Director/Parking iickets
Collection 930,508. 44 ,982.177 ,141.1-7
-.. ""
"""'"
.r
-
~
..' '..... \" ~ '.;
.. . ".,
RESOLVED, that the BOARD OF 'ESTIMATE'"A.m'.CON'TR1\CT, by
virtue of the power and authority vested in it by law, does hereby
establish the MINIMUM and MAXIMUM salaries and annual increments of
the positions hereinafter set forth in the CLASSIFIED service of
the City of Mount Vernon, so that said salaries and annual
increments for the following positions for the year 1996 shall read
as follows:.
;PECIAL
JAN - 5 1996
,,' 2-
.." )
6B
8C
5A
**7B
4
6B
14
7A
5B
lA
7A
7A
8C
11
7A
9A
7t\
2A
7A
6A
15B
12
3A
13
12
8B
8C
1.1\
18
i4
7B
8C
8B
2
3A
13A
80
15A
7A
11A
4B
3A
SPECIAL
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Ji
F
Director of Youth
Elevator/Building
Emergency Service
Employee Benefits
Engineering Aide
Engineering Assistant
Executive Director
- Youth
Board
Fire Equipment Mechanic
Housing Inspector
Housing Specialist
Inspector of Public Buildings
& Works
Insurance Clerk
Intermediate Account Clerk
Jail Matron
Junior Accountant
Junior Engineer
Law Assistant
Legal Investigator
Legal Stenographer
Marketing Specialist
Ordinance Officer
Parking Enforcement Officer
Planner
Payroll Clerk
Planning Administrator
Principal Account Clerk
Prisoner Attendant
Programmer
Programmer Analyst
Purchasing Agent
Recreation Supervisor
Research & Grants
Administrator
Secretary to Planning
Commissioner
Senior Accountant
Senior Account Clerk
Senior Account Clerk (in
City Clerk's office)
Senior Cashier (in Comp-
troller's office)
Senior Citizens Recreation
Leader
Senior Clerk
Senior Engineer
Senior Planner
Senior Programmer
Senior Recreation Leader
Senior Recreation Supervisor
Senior Stenographer
Senior Typist
Activities
Inspector
Dispatcher
Clerk
**
.; /\
313
8C
**
-2-
7/
26/403.99
30,054.34
22,253.34
27,653.97
20,452.93
26,403.99
34,233.27
38,394.01
32,386.26
36,255.27
30,928.03
34,233.27
869.92
926.63
1,125.88
955.70
1,163.90
869.92
37,005.57 53,947.98 1,882.49
44,077.72 48,959.32 542.40
25,153.59 36,255.27 1,233.52
27,653.95 38,394.01 1,193.3~
30,054.34
25,153.62
23,653.47
18,952.85
25,153.59
25,153.59
30,054.34
25,153.81
25,153.59
30,054.50
25,153.59
19,678.06
25,153.59
25,153.71
39,005.79
34,880.03
22,253.44
33,105.08
34,880.03
33,105.05
30,054.34
38,394.01
36,255.30
32,386.26
27,023.60
36,255.27
36,255.27
38,394.01
43,060.21
36,255.27
40,727.15
36,255.27
27,767.89
36,255.27
34,233.27
58,225.20
45,393.20
29,586.64
49,281.77
45,393.20
40,727.15
38,394.01
37,005.57 53,947.98
22,253.33 27,023.60
37,005.57 53,947.98
27,653.97 36,255.27
30,054.34 38,394.01
27,653.95 38,394.01
18,952.93
22,253.44
39,005.84
31,554.82
37,005.63
25,153.59
33,104.77
22,253.29
22,253.44
27,767.89
29,586.64
49,281.77
38,394.01
58,225.20
36,255.27
43,060.21
30,928.03
29,586.64
926.63
1,233.52
970.31
896.75
1,233.52
1,233.52
926.63
1,989.60
1,233.52
1,185.35
1,233.52
898.87
1,233.52
1,008.84
2,135.49
1,168.13
814.80
1,797.41
1,168.13
846.90
926.63
1,882.49
530.03
1,882.49
955.70
926.63
1,193.34
979.44
814.80
1,141.77
759.91
2,357.73
1,233.52
1,106.16
963.86
814.80
10
** Sewer Foreman 33,004.93 42,012.04 1,009.795 Shelter Officer 21,278.28 32,386.26 1,234.225A Social Worker Aide 22,253.34 32,386.26 1,125.882 Stenographer 18,952.93 27,767.89 979.446 Stenographic Secretary 23,653.68 34,233.27 1,175.51Ir.. SlIperintendent of Board of
tva te r Sup ply
51,007.53 81,225.48 3,35;.558D Superintendent o.f Plumbing 31,554.82 38,394.01 759.91J Telephone Operator 19,678.00 29,586.64 1,100.961 Typist 18,202.79 27,023.60 980.091 Warrant Clerk 18,202.79 27,023.60 980.096A Youth Employment Service
Coordinator 25,153.71 34,233.27 1,008.84
(**) - Starred positions indicate employees working a forty (40)
hour week;
SPECIAt.d be
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it further
Rf.~n LVED, tha t
J-/
1. The salary of any position in the competitive class
of the Classifed service of the City of Mount Vernon not here-
inabove listed shall be fixed by the Board of Estimate and
Contract.
2. Any employee receiving more than the maximum rate
allocated to his position shall continue at that rate during the
period of incumbency except in the event of general service-wide
reduction or increase.
J. An employee promoted to a position in a higher salary
qrade shall receive the minimum rate for such position; if an
employee is promoted to a position in a higher salary grade, the
minimum salary of which is equal to or lower than the rate of
compensation then received by such employee, he shall, upon such
promotion, be paid the salary which corresponds to the next
higher step within the salary range of the position to which he
has been promoted.
4. An employee demoted to a position in a lower salary
grade shall be paid at the rate which is within the approved
range for the lower grade position. The rate of pay shall be
set by the Board of Estimate and Contract.
5. A reinstated employee shall be paid at a salary rate
within the approved salary range for the position in which he is
reinstated. The rate of pay shall be set by the Board of
Estimate and Contract.
6. Annual increments shall take effect on the first day
of each fiscal year. Employees appointed, promoted or
reinstated at least six months prior to the beginning of the
fiscal year shall be eligible for the annual increment. No
-J-
-,/
---
employee shall be entitled to any increment as matter of right;
the final decision as to whether any employee is entitled to an
increment being vested in the Board of Estimate and Contract.
I
I
:i 7. The decision as to the amount of salaries and incre-
i
1/
ments to be paid to 7mployees is ve7ted in t~e Board,of Estimate.
! and Contract, the sald Board reServIng the rIght to Increase or
I
reduce same at any time, provided such changes are general
service-wide increases or reductions.
8. The salary of each employee shal} be reviewedd annuall
by his department head for the purpose of determining which
employee shall receive salary increases or decreases within the
salary range to which their positions have been allocated. All t e
personnel records, tardiness and length of service shall be
considered in making
recommendations to the Board of Estimate andContract with major emphasis placed on the evaluaton of services
rendered.
.PECI 9. Minimums, maximums and increments are based upon thosepreviously established for the period January 1, 1995 through
June 30, 1995 plus an increase of 4% for the period July 1, 1995
through December 31,. 1995.
)~
and be it further
RESOLVED, that the said salaries and adjustments thereof
shall be computed on the basis of 262 working days for the year
1996 and 10 working days each bi-weekly pay period: legal
holidays shall be deemed working days: and be it further
:
/
RESOLVED, that this resolution shall take effect on
II January 1, 1996.
ST.~ TE OF :>JE\\ YORK l(
.'unt\' \.If Wl",,:nC'lcr
"SI -.~\ I'; \'pun: \ l'r!~I'In ,
I. Reg: ::i!) d A. La F a v e C C e
Ckrk of the Board of Estimate
.!n.:i Conlr.1~t ('I ihe City of
"!"Unt Vernon, ,\Jew York. uo hereby I.:errlfy that I havecompared the
r't>rc.go1ng I.:op~' of the resolullon of the Board of Estimate and CClI!ra~t of the City of Mount
vernon. adopted J a n u a r y 5. I 996
with the original now remainingon file in this office and that the ~amc i~ .1 -:orrect transcript therefrom and of the whole of said
oriainal.
5 C h
GIVEN. under the hand of the Clerk of [he Board of Estimate and COntract this to
Jav PI'
Jan~~
,.
~"
.
- - -
.
('I,'.l'
MINIMUM MAXIMUM ANNUALANNUAL ANNUAL INCRE-SALARY SALARY MENT
$42,030.86 $61,348.55 $2,146.4130,618.82 46,745.56 1,791.8630,618.82 46,745.56 1,791.8644,578.02 56,886.87 1,367.,6528,173.28 39,586.00 1,268.08
29,396.10 41,268.18 1,319.1234,880.03 45,393.20 1,168.1334,880.03 45,393.20 1,168.13
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ROUP
r.~18ER
H
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D
G
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RESOLVED, that the BOARD OF ESTIMATE AND CONTRACT by
virtue of the power and autority vested in it by law, does hereby
establish the MINIMUM and MAXIMUM salaries and annual
increments of
the positions hereinater set forth in the CLASSIFIED
SERVICE so thatsaid minimum and maximum salaries and annual increments for suchPositions for the year 1996, shall read as follows:
POSITION
- '--
I\ssistantWater SlIperintennentGarnge Superintendent
Park Supervisor
Public Works Supervisor
Sanitation Foreperson
Street Lighting MaintenanceSupervisor
Timekeeper
Water Maintenance Foreperson
and be it further
)P.ECIA~ESOLVED, that
IAN -51996 1. The salary of any position in the competitive class
of the Classifed
service of the City of Mount Vernon not here-inabove listed shall be fixed by the Board of Estimate and
Contract.3
2. Any employee
receiving more than the maximum rateallocated to his position
shall continue at that rate during theperiod of incumbency except in the event of general
service-widereduction or increase.
3. An employee promoted to a position in a higher salarygrade shall receive the minimum rate for such position; if an
employee is promoted to a position in a higher salary grade, the
minimum salary of which is equal to or lower than the rate of
compensation then received by such employee,
he shall, upon suchpromotion, be paid the salary which corresponds to the next
higher step within the salary range of the position to which he
has been promoted.
,
4. An employee demoted to a position in a lower salarygrade shall be paid at the rate which is within the approved
range for the lower grade
Position. The rate of pay
shall beset by the Board of Estimate and Contract.
~
5. A reinstated employee shall be paid at a salary rate
within the approved salary range for the position in which he is
reinstated. The rate of pay shall be set by the Board of
Estimate and Contract.
6. Annual increments shall take effect on the first day
:of each fiscal year. Employees appointed, promoted or
; reinstated at least six months prior to the beginning of the
:fiscal ye~r shall be eligible for the annual increment. No
!employee shall be entitled to any increment as matter of right:
,:the final decision as to whether any employee is entitled to an
1 increment being vested in the Board of Estimate and Contract.
7. The decisions as to the amount of salaries and incre-
ments to be paid to employees is vested in the Board of Estimate
and Contract, the said Board reserving the right to increase or
reduce same at any time, provided such changes are general
service-wide increases or reductions.
t~EC'A
~
8. The salary of each employee shall be reviewed
,
annually by his department head for th~ purpose of determining
JA N - 5 19 6h ich employee sha 11 rece ive salary increases or decreases
within the salary range to which their positions have been
:allocated. All the personnel records, tardiness and length of
'service shall be considered in making recommendations to the
1
'
1
Board of Estimate and Contract with major emphasis placed on the
evaluation of services rendered.
il M
'
, ,
., 9. 1n1mums, maX1mums and 1ncrements are based upon those
previously established for the period January 1, 1995 through June
30, 1995 plus an increase of 4% for the period July 1, 1995 throug
December 31, 1995, as a result of negotiations between CSEA and th
City of Mount Vernon for the year 1995: and be it further
RESOLVED, that the said salaries and adjustments thereof
1 shall be computed on the basis of 262 working days for the year
1996 and 10 working days each bi-weekly pay period: legal
holidays shall be deemed working days: and be it further
~'.)
RESOLVED, that this resolution shall take effect on
January 1, 1996.
"r"\
n: OF
'E\\ \ 1"\;0.. I(
.'un{v l,f \\ Cr.: ~H:\.c.:~
ell\ 0i .\lounl \ ernc>n \ "
I Reglnald A. LaFayette. Clerk of the Board of Estimate
and Contract of the City of Mount Vernon. New York. do hereby certifythat I have compared the
foregoing copy of the resolution of the Board of Estimate and Contract of the City of Mount
Vernon. adopted J a n u a r y 5. 1996
withtheoriginalnow remaining
on filein thisofficeand thatthe same isa correcttranscriptherefromand of the whole of said
"rl\Imal.
j
a \"
,
11".
--. Jaou~,~;~/~~
.
Clerk
ffJ
~
:;c h
GI\T'-" und~~ 'ht: 'l;Jnd P: the Clerk of ihe Board t'r"EstimJte and Contract this
RESOLVED, that the BOARD OF ESTIMATE AND CONTRACT by
virtue of the powers and authority vested in it by law, does hereby
establish the MINIMUM and MAXIMUM salaries and annual increments of
the positions hereinafter set forth in the CLASSIFIED SERVICE of
the City of Mount Vernon, so that said salaries and annual
increments for the following posistion for the year 1996, shall
read as f.ollows:
POSITION
MINIMUM
PER DIEM
RATE
MAXIMUM
PER DIEM
RATE
ANNUAL
INCRE-
MENT
School Crossing Guard $44.42 $54.50 $ 1.12
and be it further
RESOLVED, that
1. The salary of any position in the competitive class
of the Classifed service of the City of Mount Vernon not here-
inabove listed shall be fixed by the Board of Estimate and
Contract.
S~ECIAL 2.
allocated
JA N - 5 199&>eriod. of
reductlon
'}
Any employee
receiving more than the maximum rate
to his position shall continue at that rate during the
incumbency except in the event of general
service-wideor increase.
3. An employee promoted to a position in a higher salary
grade shall receive the minimum rate for such position: if an
employee is promoted to a position in a higher salary grade, the
minimum salary of which is equal to or lower than the rate of
compensation then received by such employee, he shall, upon such
promotion, be paid the salary which corresponds to the next
higher step within the Salary range of the position to which he
has been promoted.
4. An employee demoted to a position in a lower salary
grade shall be paid at the rate which is within the approved
range for the lower grade position. The rate of pay shall be
set by the Board of Estimate and Contract.
5. A reinstated employee shall be paid at a salary rate
within the approved salary range for the position in which he is
reinstated. The rate of pay shall be set by the Board of
Estimate and Contract.
6. Annual increments shall take effect on the first day
of each fiscal year. Employees
appointed, promoted orreinstated at least six months prior to the beginning of the
tiscal year shall be eligible for the annual increment. No
employee shall be entitled to any increment as matter of right:
the final decision as to whether any employee is entitled to an
increment being vested in the Board of Estimate and Contract.
It
7. The decision as to the amount of salaries and incre-
I ments to be paid to employees is vested in the Board of Estimate
'
and Contract, the said Board reserving the right to increase or
i reduce same at any time, provided such changes are general
service-wide increases or reductions.
SPECI
JAN -5
'9
I
f
8. The salary of each employee shall be reviewed
annually by his department head for the purpose of determining
which employee shall receive salary increases or decreases
within the salary range to which their positions have been
allocated. All the personnel records, tardiness and length of
service shall be considered in making
recommendations to theBoard of Estimate and Contract with major e phasis placed on the
ev~luation of services rendered.
:1 9. Minimums, maximums and increments are based upon those
;1previously
established for the period January I, 1995 through'
i June 30, 1995, plus an increase of 4% for the period July 1, 1995.
through December 31, 1995, as a result of negotiations between
the CSEA and the City of Mount Vernon for the year 1995; and be
it further
l
RESOLVED, that the said salaries and adjustments
thereofshall be computed on the basis of 262 working days for the year
996 and 10 working days each bi-weekly pay period; legal
holidays shall be deemed working days; and be it further
;1
'I RESOLVED, that this resolution shall take effect on
IJanuary 1, 1996.
. I
I
STATE OF ~EW YORk
!
Counry of W~rchesrer 55.
City of ~Iounr v~rnon
r. Reg 1 :-:a 1d A. La Faye t t e
Clerk of the Board of Estimate
.Ii~dComrac! of :he Cityor' \'1oum Vernon. New York. Jo herebycertify that r have compared the
i,"'Iregolngcopy of the resolution of the Board of Estimate and Contract of the City of Mount
Vernon, adopted J an u a r y 5. 1996
with the original now remaining
. on file in this office and that the same is a correct transcript therefrom and of the whole of said
original.
5th
GIVEN. under (he hand of the Clerk of the Board of Estimate and Contract this
day of Janua~y
;~-(;;;6 .~
~ Y Clerk
Iz2
33,766.89 43,921.41
24,126.76 34,917.94
25,656.67 36,980.38
20,861. 97 31,546.59
21,703.74 31,546.59
39,785.92 50,267.11
21,703.74 31,546.59
25,656.67 29,161.;;9
30,655.45 39,:'61.39
25,656.76 3 ,~ , 9 1 7 . 9 4
52,027.69 82,849.99
39,785.92 50,267.41
25,656.98 59,389.70
28,207.00 39,161.89
48,967.18 74,791.60
22,698.39 33,033.99
26,932.06 34,917.94
18,566.86 27,564.07
15,812.29 23,474.89
28,.207.11 41,541.69
24,126.49 36,990.33
22,698.39 33,033.S,9
28,207.00 39,161.89
25,656.98 59,389.'70
26,932.06 34,917.94
20,861.97 31,546.59
25,656.67 36,900.38
25,656.67 36,980.38
26,932.06 39,161.89
33,767.13 41,541.69
26,932.06
~.~ , s:. -: . ;0.:
39,735.S2
- -
...
- - .'~...;
I ~C . .
..: _
GRADE
GROUP'
NlJMBER
,'OV 18 1997
q
J1 Ii
II
,I
"
II
II
:/
r
,I
11 RESOLVED, :hat Resolution ~o. 10, ado;:~j by t~~ ~~__
;0£ Esti~te and Contract en December 31, 1996, est~~::s~:~; :~~
"~-1INlt1tJM and MAXI:-1UTvi
sa.:'a:::-ies ar.d ar:::ual i:lc:::-er:-.e:;:.;j :,::
t:-"~ pC.5:'::':..
.~ereina::er set fo:::-th i:: :~e C~SSI?I~u se:::-vice of ~~~ C::y :,:
Mo~nt V~rnon, so that sai~ sa:a:::-ies and annual inc:::-~~en:s fc:::-:~~
following positions for tie year 1997, is hereby a~~nded as
;:f011ows:I
I
II
I
IPOSITION
IFOR THE PERIOD Jk~ARY 1, 1997 THROUGH JUNE 30, 1997:
I'q
::Account Clerk
'Acco~nt Cle~k-~VDis:
'Ad~inis~~ative Kssista.r::
" :0 Rec:::-eatl.O:-.Departi;'".e:-.:
::Administrative Officer
'I
(Civil Defense)
',Animal Warden
l'
I
Assessment Auditor
Assessment Clerk
Assistant Animal Warden
/
Assistant Engineer
Assistant Planner
"
Bookkeeper
:iBui1ding I:1spector
I.Cashier
Chief Accountar.t
.Chief Account Clerk AAA
,;Chief Account Clerk
- D. P. W .
!iCity Director of Weights &
:
/
Measures
I
City Engineer
**
I
CiVilian Complaint Clerk
."j Claims Investigator
I Clerk
HCommunity Service Aide
!iCommunity Worker
dComplaint Investigator.
':Computer Console Operator
"Computer Services Specialist
':Construction Inspector
!jCoordinator
- Community Center
/'Coordinator
- Nutrition Program
iiCoordinator of Programs for
I
the Disabled
ICourt Security Officer
I
Court Security Supervisor
/Deputy Director (Civil Defense)
rlDirector of Athletic
!, ?rogra.-::s
',Ji:::-ecto:::-i?a:::-ki~g
~ic~e:s
Co':'lec:.:.o:J.
,,-...
~
3;"
::
2.:'';
6
7A
4
4A
13A
4A
8
8C
6A
16
:'3A
:'5
8B
I
5A
6B
1
Al
9
7
5A
33
:'5
6B
4
7A
7A
8A
9B
6B
~3A
.........
MINIMUM
ANNUAL
SALARY
MAXIMUM
AJ.'mUAL
SALARY
$22,698.~7 S3C,:':2.2~ $
19,331.98 :S,j22.:S
25,656.67 36,980.38
AJ.\1Nl:.;L
INCR~-
iv1SNT
v__._....
9S<.. : :
- ?c::
";<
-' 1._,.1
1,128.28
1,199.02
1,258.19
1,187.1a
1,093.65
l,16~.6:
:',092.-55
:',50C.S3
9~5.:'6
:',02S.:J2
3,42~.7G
1,164.6:'
3,748.08
1,217.21
2,869.38
1,148.40
887.32
999.69
851.~G
l,48~.62
~,428.2:
1 , 1'46 . ~ 0
1,217.::::'
3,74S.~3
887.32
1,187.1.8
1,258.19
1,258.2.9
1,358.37
d63.3-i
:3'7.::
:.., ~ -5..; . ,; :..
26,932.06 34,9;'7.94 .:3/.~~
.30,65S.~5 39,2.62..39
.145.~:
22,698.39 33,033.39
:.:';3.~~
28,207.09 36,980.38 2-i4.S::'
20,861.97 31,546.59 :,:.37.:3
26,932.06 34,917.94 237.3:
37,745.68 55,02G.94 1,920.1-i
44,959.26 49,938.51 553.25
25,656.67 36,980.38 1,258.:'9
28,207.00 39,161.89 1,217.~:'
30,655.45 39,161.39 945.:':;
25,656.70 36,930.41 :,258.::-
24,126.51 33,033.99 989.-:-:
::"9,331.86 27,S64.~7 9::'';.:~'
25,656.67 36,950.38 1,253.::';.
25,656.67 36,960.38
:',25:.:';'
3
°
, 655 . 4 S' 39,151.89 94:3 .>=25,656.90 43,921.41 2,029.29
25,656.67 36,980.38 1,258.::';'
30,655.56 41,541.69 1,209 .5'"
2 5 , 6 5 6 . '6 7 36.980.38 1,258.:'9
20,071.60 28,323.25 9l6.35
25,656.67 36,980.38 l,25S.:?
25,656.76 34,917.94 1,823":2
39,785.90 59,389.70 2,178.2':
35,577.65 46,301.06 1,191.~9
22,698.47 30,178.37 831. ::..:
33,767.17 50,267.41 1,833.36
35,577.65 46,301. 06 1,191.49
33,767.13 41,541.69 863.8;;
30,655.45 39,161.89 945.:5
30,655.45 39,161.89 945.:'6
37,745.68 55,026.94 1,920.:-1
22,698.40 27,564.07 540.53
37,745.68 55,026.94 1,92G.l.4
28,207.09 36,980.38 974.81
30,655.45 39,161.89 945.::'6
28,207.00 39,161.39 1,2:7.2:
19,331.98 28,323.25 999.03
22,698.47 30,178.37 831.1;:
39,785.92 50,267.~1 1,164.61
32,185.90 39,161.89 775.1:
37,745.78 59,389.70 2,404.38
25,656.67 36,980.38 1,258.19
33,766.89 43,921.41 1,128.28
22,698.33 31,546.59 983.:~
22,698.47 30,173.37 831.::':
;i
,I
~i~ec~or of Youth
1~:eva~or/Bui1ding
SA +. :Smergency Service
.2mployee 3e~efits
.;2ngineering Aide
II
Engineering Assistant
I/Executi ve Director
- YouthI. Board
F
**
!
II
Fire. Equipment Mechanic
7A Hous~ng Inspector
8B ,Housing Specialist
8C
II Inspector of Public Buildings
Ii & Works!,Insurance Clerk
'I~termed~ate Acc~unt Clerk
,:al.::' ~a:ro:"'.
7A "J\..:::iorA::countant
7A :'Jur:ior2ngineer
8C ;iLaw Assistant
11 IlLegal Investigator
7A
I
l
Legal Stenographer
9A I.MarketingSpecialist
.7A :
I
ordinance Officer
2A :,Parking Enforcement Officer
7A :'Planner
6A ':Pay~oll Clerk
:53 .?lanning Administrator
:2 :?r:ncipal Account Clerk
3A ** Prisoner Attendant
13 ':Programmer
12
,IProgrammer Analyst
8B :jPurchasingAgent
8C
1
'
l
'Real Pr<?perty App~aiser
8C ,Recreat~on Superv~sor
14 I,Research& Grants
II Administrator
4 -l
ll
secret~ry. to Planning
, Comm~ss~oner
: Senior Accountant
i!SeniorAccount Clerk.
:: Senior Account Clerk (in
:; City Clerk I s office)
':Senior Cashier (in Comp-
'i! troller's office)
ilSenior Citizens Recreation
! Leader
I
Senior Clerk
Senior Engineer
"
Senior Planner
Isenior Programmer
LSenior Recreation Leader
liSenior Recreation Supervisor
Senior Stenographer
"Senior ':'yp:s:
63 Activities
InsDec:c~
Dispa::::-.er
Clerk
'- -
i3
4
6B
14
7A
58
1..;
......
IB
:4
7B
3C
33
2
3A
13A
3D
l5A
7A
::'A
.;B
;A
NOV 18
191f
~1
II
":!
-2-
::
"!i
-- '-
"....
.Sewer Foreman 33,664.99 42,852.23 . ...-...
"'I"
_
',J
-,\.1,:,,,.0...5 i;She1ter Officer 21,703.89 33,033.99 :/253.~1:5A ilsocia1 Worker Aide 22,698.39 33,033.99
~,l.;.g.~.:2 IStenographer 19,331.98 28,323.25 999.036 !'Stenographic Secretary 24,126.76 34,917.94 :,199.0216 :/superintendent of Board of
il Water Supply 52,027.69 82,849.99 ;,42-i.7.:8D '!Superintendent of Plumb:.::.g 32,185.90 39,161.89 775.1~3 "Telephone Operator 20,071. 55 30,l78.37 . ......j .....
~-,J.~.:..:::1cl ~Typist 2.8,566.86 27,564.:7 9S9.6So
:'<'arrantClerk
:'8,566.86 27,56'LCi7 99S.5?.;.; Youth Empl.oyment Serv:,c:2
Coordinator 25,656.76 34,917.94
~,0:;:3.~2
$23,606.44 $31,385.50 $ 364.34
20,105.27 29,456.18 :,J38.99
26,682.92 33,459.6:
-
30e.32
35,117.58 45,678.27 :.l73.4:'
25,091.84 36,314.66 l,246.98
26,682.92 38,459.60 :'.308.52
21,696.42 32,808.45 1,234.67
22,571.85 32,808.45 1,137.40
41,377.40 52,278.11 1,211.19
22,571. 85 32,808.45 1,137.40
26,682.97 40,728.37 1,560.60
31,881.64 40,728.37 982.97
26,683.04 36,314.66 l,J70.13
54,108.78 86,163.99 3,36l.69
41,377.40 52,278.11 :.21.1.19
26,683.29 61,765.2:j 3,398.'JO
29,335.27 40,728.37 l,265.90
50,925.82 77,783.26 2,984.16
23,606.29 34,355.35 1,194.34
28,009.37 36,314.66 922.81
19,309.51 28,666.63 I, OJ 9 .6 8
16,444.75 24,413.89 885.46
29,335.44 43,203.36 1,540.88
25,091.54 38,459.60 1,485.34
23,606.29 34,355.35 1,194.34
29,335.27 40,728.37 2..:65.~O
26,683.29 61,765.29
~:38.JO
28,009.27 36,314.6.~ :22.5:
21,696.42 32..808.'15 :,234.57
26,682.92 38,459.6J l,3~8.52
26,682.92 38,459.60 1,308.52
28,009.39 40,728.37 l,~2.3.22
oj
II
FOR THE PERIOD JULY 1, 1997 THROUGHDECEMBER31, 1997:
IIAccount. Clerk
!:Account Clerk-Typist
:;Administrative Assistan:
.
to Recreation Depar:~e::.c
Administrative Officer
(Civil Je:ense)
Mr.imal tJarde::
Assessmen: A~di~or
:Assessment Clerk
;iAss~stant Ani~a1 Warden
IIAssJ.stant EngJ.neer
!:Assistant Planner
i
i
' Bookkeeper
!Bui1ding Inspector
:1 Cashier
'iChief Accountant
!iChief Account Clerk
~5'Chief Account Clerk - G.?W.
35 . .:City Director of Weight.s&
Measures
.
City Engineer
1JCivi1ian Complaint Clerk
I
Ic1aims Investigator
IC1erk
'ICommunity Service Aide
I
ICommuni ty WOJ;ker
'Comp1aint Investigator
/Icomputer Console Operator
:!Computer Services Specialist
'!Construction Inspector
Coordinator - Communi:v :e::.:er
Coordinator - ~~trit:.o~ ?r=gram
Coordinator or Programs :or
the Disabled
,.Court Security Officer
'iCourt Security Supervisor
";ij;
NOV 18 1997
I!
21 "
3A
2
7A
:~A
-7A
.;
4A
13A
4A
8
8C
6A
16
l3A
.
5A
**6B
1
Al
9
7
5A
8B
~5
58
.;
-;A
7A
8A
....
- 3-
il
:i
35,117.85 43,203.36
-
.
- .-
---'--
28,009.37 36,314.66 ;:2.S:"
41,377.40 52,278.11
1,2:':'.:';128,009.37 36,314.66 922.8:
31,881.64 40,728.37 982.97
23,606.29 34,355.35 1,1;'4.3429,335.40 38,459.60 1,::::3.30
21,696.42 32,808.45 1,234.67
28,009.37 36,3111.66 9:2.8:'
39,255.47 57,228.02 1,9;.5.S3
46,757.63 51,936.05 3-5.36
26,682.92 38,459.60 1,3:3.52
29,335.27 40,728.37 l,205.~:
31,881.64 40,728.37
~'62.~"726,682.95 38,459.03 :',~:8.=225,091.56 34,355.35 1,:29.3:
20,105.11 28,666.63 SS1.2826,682.92 38,459.60 1,388.52
26,682.92 38,459.60 l,3J8.52
31,881.64 40,728.37 932.9"7
26,683.14 45,678.27 2,::0.5-26,682.92 38,459.60 1,3)8.3~
31,881.81 43,203.36 1,237.5526,682.92 38,459.60 1,:;~8.5220,874.50 29,456.18 SS3.3226,682.92 38,459.60 l,3.:a.5~26,683.04 36,314.66 1,070.:'341,377.32 61,765.29 2,265.3~37,000.75 48,153.10 1,239.1523,606.44 31,385.50 864.3435,117.90 52,278.11 1,906.69
'37,000.75 48,153.10 1,239.:'535,117.85 43,203,36 858.3931,881.64 40,723.37 S32.9731,881.64 40,728.37 932.Si
39,255.47 57,22~3.v2 l,SS5.95
23,606.29 28,666.63 562.26
39,255.47 57,228.02 1,996.93
29,335.40 38,459.60 1,0:'3.80
31,881.64 40,728.37 932.97
29,335.27 40,728.37 1,253.9:
20,105.27 29,456.:8 2.,:~3.9;j
93
63
,
,I
I
"
iiDeputy Director (Civil Defe:1se)
IIDirector of Athletic
:! Programs
::Director /Parkir.g Tickets
I Collection
13A
-33
ac
'D:rector o~ Youth Activities
!'Elevator/3uildi:lg Inspector
5~ **Emergency Service Dispatcher
',Employee Benefits Clerk
;;Engineering Aide
iiEngineering Assistant
:jExecuti ve Director - Youth
i; Board.
.F * * 'iFire Equlpment MechanlcIIH
'
_7A
'1 ouslng lnspector83 "Housing Specialist
i/I;lspector 0: P~b::'ic BUi1di::gs
& WorKs
:::s~rance ClerK
:ntermedia:e Acc~~nt ClerK
Jail Ma:ron
,;Junior Accountant
:!Junior Engineer
i:Law Assistan~
!jLegal Investlgator
ilL~gal Stenographer
;;Marketing Specialist
::Ordinance Officer
;iParking Enforceme:1t Officer
:?la:1ner ....
',?ayro11 ':lerk
:53 '?lanning Administrator
:2 Principa~ Account Clerk
3A ...* :Prisoner Attendant
:Programmer
- -ijProgrammer Analyst
I
I
Purchasing Agent
IReal Property Appraiser
!!Recreation Supervisor
/
!ResearCh & Grants
,
: Administrator
iSecretary to Planning
.1
'.;; Commlsslone.r
:;Senior Accountant
. :iSenior Accc~ntClerk
'Senior Accc~nt C:erk (in
,
City Clerk's office)
:Senior Cashier (in Comp-
;: troller's office)
!isenior Citizens Recreation
I, Leader
,:
:1
NOV 18 199.7
I,
7B
'*60
14
"''-
.....
~
--
7A
7A
BC
11
7A
9A
7A
2A
7A
6A
::'3
12
8B
8C
8C
14
lB
_'t
73
~"..::1,-
38
2
;/1 -.;-
",:
23,606.44 31,385.5') aE';.2~
41,377.40 52,278.:"1
:,2:":' . ::.
33,473.33 40,728.:;-' 3:-5.
- -2~,255.37 6:",76S.:S -
-,
-..."
-
.
- -25,632.92 ::0,439.6:
:
, :;
: 5 .
- -35,:~i.S3 43,678.27
-
,
:"'3.';:"23,606.22 32,808.45 :,022.-i-
23,606.44 31,385.50 66';.:;.;
35,011.61 44,566.37
:..
, 061 . 5.;
22,572.01 34,355.35 l,309.~o
23,606.29 34,355.35
~,194.34
20,105.27 29,456.18 1,036.99
25,091.84 36,314.66 1,246.98
54,108.78 86,163.99 3,56:'.6:'
34,473.38 40,728.37 8(..5
. :..:.
20,874.4) 3::",3~::.S:
-
,
- -
.
- -
:?,309.S:' 23,665.-:3
-
, ..J_#.
- -:S,3C9.51 23,066.53
-
"
-
-
, w oJ_ .
- -
26,683.04 3 6 , 3 :.!~ . ~6 :',G7:.:'3
JA
.dA
3D
:3;"
.- -..
~3
:;A
2..:)
5
5A
2
6
16
3;)
-
. .
r-..
I
Isenior Clerk
:?en~or Engineer
:Sen~or Planner
'Senior ?rogram~er
Se~:or rteC~eatlc~ ~eace~
3en:or Recrea:icn S~~erv:sc=
Senior S:enGgrap~er
Senior Typist.
". I~ewer Foreman
phelter Officer
Social Worker Aide
~tenographer
ptenographic Secretary
I
superintendent of Board of
I Water Supply
:Superintendent of Pl~mb:ng
'7elephone Opera:or
':' '.r::J:s:
:'.'al'rant. ::'e:'~
.~
II,
* *
)
- Starred positions indicate employees working a forty ~4G
hour weeki
RESOLVED, that
NOV 18 19971
land be it further
J1 :i
11 1 7he salary of a::-'j:; >osi~ion
:':le.he compee.:::ve :::3os36f :~e C:"ass:fed servi::e o~ :he Ci:v of Maune. Vernon :lOt. ~ere-
~nabcve iis:ed shall be f~xed by t.h~ Beard of 2sti~~:e and
Cantrac:.
~I' OL::' ~ S~:J: c,°/;7.12:-.:
'! Coorciina Cor!;
Se:-'-/:ce
'I
'I 2. Any employee receiving more than the maximum rate
rllocated to his position shall continue at that rate during the
period of incumbency except in the event of general service-wide
--
r
educt ion or increase.
3. An employee promoted to a position in a higher salary
,grade shall receive the minimum rate for such position; if a~
!~mployee is promoted to a position in a higher salary grade, :~e
'~inimum salary of which is equal to or lower t.han :he :-ate 0:
~~ompensation then :-eceived by suc~ employee, ~e sha::, ~pe~ s~c~
:pramotion, be paid the salary which corresponds :0 :~e nex:
highe:- s~ep wlthin :he salary :-ange of the cosi~io~ :~ whi=h ~e
has been cromoted.
i
I
-
j 4. &1 employee demoted to a position in a lower sa:a:-y
~rade shall be paid at the rate which is within the approved
range for the lower grade position. The rate of pay shall be
r
et by the Board of Estimate and Contract.
I
5. A reinstated employee shall be paid at a salary rate
~i~~i~ th~ ap~~ov~d~sal~ry range,~o~ the
P?si~~on~~~_~h~~h ~e :s,re~us,-atea. e _a...e0.. pay sha~~ oe set DY d'le :;)_=-__
'-'_Esti~at.e and :on::-ac:.
-5-
II
"
NOV 18
~
..-
,-
6. Annual increme~~s shall take effect on ~~e ::~3: =ay
of each fiscal year. Empioyees appointed, promoted or
reinstated at least six mon~hs prior to the beginn~~g of :~e
fiscal year shall be eligible for the annual increment. ~o
employee shall be entitled to any increment as matter of right;
the final decision as to whether any employee is entitled to an
increment being vested in the Board of Estimate and Contract.
7. The decision as to the amount of salaries and :ncre-
ments to be paid to employees is vested in the Boar~ of Ej~l~ate
and Contract, the said Board reserving the right tv :r.cr~3se ~r
reduce same at any time; provided such changes are ~~ner~~
service-wide increases er reductions.
8. The salary 0: each employee shall be reviewed~ anr.~a::;
~y his department head fer :he purpose of determir.~r.gwh:=~
employee shall receive salary increases or decreases wit~:~ c~e
salary range to which their positions have'been allocated. A:: :r.e
personnel records, tardiness and length of service shall ~e
considered in making recommendations to the Board of Esti~;ate ar.~
Contract with major emphasis placed on th~ evaluaton of s~rvi=es
rendered.
19 7,
9. Minimums, maxi~~ms and increments are based U~ur. th=se
I
previously established for :he period July 1, 1995 :~ro~;r. De=e~=~~
31, 1995, plus an increase of 2% for the period January: 19?7
through June 30, 1997, plus an increase of 4% for the per:od ;~:! 1
"
1997 throughDecernber 31, 1997, as a result of negctiatior.s betweer.
the CSEA and the City of Mount Vernon for the year 1997.
I
'.
....
and be it further
RESOLVED, that the said salaries and adjustments th~reof
shall be computed on the basis of 261 working days for t~e year
1997 and 10 working days each bi-weekly pay period; lega:
holidays shall be deemed working days; and be it further
RESOLVED, that this resolution shall take e::~ct ~2 of
January 1, 1997.
ADOPTED ay
BOARD OF ESTIMATE
AND CONTRACT
NOV 18 ]997
~CA_/P
~u:rJ; ~APPROVEDDept.
-- -,-.....
.~ u
RESOL'IED, chai: -::-,e BOARJ OF ES:::'~TE ~;: ::X: :...:~
"',"vi rtue 0: i:he Power and authori"y .ve s t e d 1. ~ ; - by . a ..,, :. .:; . ~
"";' .'".
I
'-.. _'- ..,
_'-'__
..____.
~stablish the MINIMUM and MAXIMU~ salaries and annua: ~~c~~~~~:= :~
the positions hereinafter set forth in the CLASSIFIED ser\'~=~ ~:
~he City of Mount Vernon, so that said salaries and an~ua: :~:~~_
rnents for the following positions for the year 1998/ is he~e::':
amended as follows: .
-=
:"c.,:",_r.
--
...
"Tr'"
:;'_':-:3E;:( i?CS IT: :.:-.:
FOR THE PERIOD ~fu~UARY 1, 1998 THROUGH JUNE 30, 1998:
3A
2
7A
Account Clerk
Account Clerk-Typist
Administrative Assistant
~i to Recreation Department
Administrative Officer
(Civi:::' Defense)
Ani:nal ~arden
Assess~~~: A~d~:Gr
Assess~e~: C:e~~
ASSlsr:an: ~":.~a: WardeD
Asslstan: EnG:.neer
Assistant ?lanner
Bookkeeper
8uilding Inspector
Cashier
~hief Accountant
~hief Account Clerk
Chief Account Clerk - 9.P.W.
City Director of Weights &
Measures
Cir:y Engineer
Ci~ilian ComD:ai~: Clerk
Claims :nvest:.gaccr
Clerk
Community Service Aide
~ommunity Worker
~omplaint Investigator
~omputer Console Operator
~omputer Services Specialist
Construction Inspector
~oordinator
- Community Center
Coordinator
- Nutrition Program
CoordiDator of Programs for
the Disabled
Ccur: Se::..:.ri:v :::i.cer
C~urt Sec~ritv S~uervisor
Deputy J~~ect~r ,:~vil De:e~se;
Director of Atnletlc
i: Programs
Birector/Parking Tickets
I C011ec:ion:j
:1
DEC 3 0 19971
11A
6
fA
4
." ':'\
'in
:3A
4A
8
8C
6A
16
13A
15
88
i
::-k ......
63
1
Al
9
7
5A
8B
15
6B
4
7A
7A
8A
98
6B
13A
11
:j
'I
'I
MINIMUM
ANNUAL
SALARY
~.AX I MtJ:-1
.Zl.NNUAL
SALARY
AX::::.:'.:'
::::-:.:~~
-
ME:::
--
$23,606.44 $31,385.30 S
20,105.27 29,456.18
26,682.92 38,459.60
35,117.58
25,091.84
26,682.92
21,096.42
22,571.85
41,377.40
22,571.85
26,682.97
31,881.64
26,683.04
54,108.78
41,377.40
26,683.29
29/335.27
50,925.82
23,606.29
28,009.37
19,309.51
16,444.75
29,335.44
25,091.54
23,606.29
29,335.27
26,683.29
28,009.37
21,696.42
45,678.27
36,314.66
38,459.60
32,808.45
32,808.45
52,278.11
32 , 808 . 4.5
40,728.37
40,728.37
36,314.66
86,163.99
52,278.11
61,765.29
40,728.37
77,783.26
34,355.35
36,314.66
28,666.63
24,413.89
43,203.36
38,459.60
34,355.35
40,728.37
61,765.29
36,314.66
32,808.45
26,682.92 38,459.60
26,682.92 38,45g.60
28,009.33 40,728.37
35,117.85 43,203.36
28,009.37 36,314.56
41,377.40 52,278.11
(1
/ ft
86";.~';
1,J~E.?;.
1,3S=.3:
1,:72.1.;:
1 -,~ --,~"'st:.;"~
1,3G8.S:
~, 23.; ..;-
1, :3 - ....
1 :..
~"-,---.-.
1,::;-.';:
~,=~:.6:
982 J
1,:-':.::
3,55:'.6:
1,21:.1;-
3,898.0C
1,265.:1,:
2,984.::'6
1,194.3~
922.3:
1,)3~.6:
385.4-:
1,54:.85
1,485.3';
1,194.34
1,265.9C
3,898.0J
922.82-
1,23oi.6-
l,3,~8.32
1,3.j8.S:
1,4::;.;;::
_
J"
.., ,
.. .
l.,~ :
6B
8C
5A **
7B
4
-:3
-
.
r T
-A
3B
3C
7A
58
lA
7A
:.7:J..
.
-
. .
~.ra.
tA
2A
7A
6A
15B
12
3A **
13
12
3B
3C
~C
-.;
:'B
14
7B
8C
SB
28,009.37 36,314.66 922.31
31,881.64 40,728.37 982.37
23,606.29 34,355.35 1,194.34
29',335.40 38,459.60 1,0:'3.:;:
21,696.42 32,808.45 l , 2; ~..;-
23,QC9.37 36,314.66 .,..
-
. ..-
-- --- .-
=
7 , 2 2 a . .: 2
-
-.... .-;';:,~=:J."":. _ , 6
."
.J. .,_
46,757.63 51,936.05 5-:-5.38
26,682.92 38,459.60 1,383.52
29,335.27 40,728.37 1,265.90
31,881.64 40,728.37 982.97
26,682.95 38,459.63 1,308.52
25,091.56 34,355.35 1,029.31
20,105.11 28,666.63 35:'.28
26,682.92 38,459.60
,
-:
""\::_ , _ J
'-
. ~.:;;.
26,682.92 38,459.6:)
"
-,-""'-.--
3:;',58~.::~ 4~ , I 2 3 . :: "7
."
oJ_ .,.;
2-:,633.:'4 -i5,~73.27 2,:':':.:-
25,632.~2 33,~59.6:;
,
-
I
- -
...,;
. -...
31,851.81 43,203.36 1,25"7.95
26,682.92 38,459.60 1,3,)8.52
20,874.50 29,456.18 953.52
26,682.92 38,459.60 1,308.52
26,683.04 36,314.66 1,070.18
41,377.32 61,765.29 2,265.33
37,000.75 48,153.10 1,239.15
23,606.44 31,385.50 864.34
35,117.90 52,278.11 1,906.69
37,000.75 48,153.10 1,239.::'3
35,117.85 43,203.36 39a.3~
31,881.64 40,728.37 ?82.~-
31,881.64 40,728.37 382.?"7
39,255.47 57,228.02 1,396.95
23,606.29 28,666.63 562.26
39,255.47 57,228.02 1,996.95
29,335.40 38,459.60 1,013.80
31,881.64 40,728.37 982.97
29,335.27 40,728.37 1,265.9C
20,:'05.27 29,456.:'S
,
-
I ...
- -
. ., ..
23,6.:)6.44 31,385.50 364.3';
41,377.40 52,278.2.1 1,2:':'.:'?
33,473.38 40,728.37 806.1:'
39,255.57 61,765.29 2,501.08
26,682.92 38,459.60 1,308.52
35,117.58 45,678.27 1,173.41
23,606.22 32,808.45 1,022.47
23,606.44 31,385.50 864.34
Senior
Senior
~enior
~en~or
p'en~or
!i
I.
DEC 301997:1
17
~.:;
~3;'
3D
::'5A
7A
11A
4B
3A
~
'-"
I
Director of Youth
Elevator/Building
Emergency Service
Employee Benefits
Engineering Aide
E~sineerir:g Assistan:
::,:-::;"-:::'-'le ::i.~ec:.=~ - .{8_~:~:
Activities
Inspector
Dispatcher
Clerk
=ca:-j
~~~~ ~=~:~~e~: Xe=~an:=
~~usi~g :~spector
housing Specialist
Inspector of Public
Ii & Works
trnsurance Clerk
Intermediate Account
~ai1 Matron
Junior Accountant
Buildings
Clerk
~
J :.r: :'0:::- :::::g:neer
::'a'.-J.;ssis:ar-.:
:"02-:::;':' ::-:/es:.:.:=a::.:-
- -
-
..
-
.
~~~3~ ~c~~=g~a;~e~
>:a:-:-< e r. :.:"'..= S:: e c :. a:' .:. 5 t
J~di~a~~e Officer
?arking ~nforcement Officer
f?lanner
~ayro1l Clerk
~lanning Administrator
~rincipa1 Account Clerk
Rrisoner Attendant
?rogrammer
Programmer Analyst
P~rchasing Agen~
Real ?r8~e~cy App~aise~
Recrea:~=~ S~oe~Vlsor
Resea~cr. ~ Gra~ts
Adminis:ratc~
Secretary to Planning
Ii Commissioner
Senior Accountant
Senior Account Clerk
~enior Account Clerk (in
il
City Clerk I s office)
?enior Cashier (in Comp-
II troller's office)
Senicr Citizer.s Recrea::~n
.' Leade~
Se:1.:.or C:'e:-k
Se:-..:.c'~ ::::".q l.r:ee ~
? ::'ar.:1e~
?~ogram:ner
Recreation Leader
Recreation Supervisor
Stenographer
Typist
Senio:::-
-2-
'\'
il
I
35,Oll.6:i. 44,566.37
-
,
: -: ::. . E
~22,572.0l 34,355.35 _ , ,: : ;. . 2 0
23,606.29 34,355.35
.. .
-.
...,.
-.._::~.':'''''t
20,105.27 29,456.1a :'..,~36.9;'
25,091.84 36,314.66 :',':46.98
54,108.78 86,163.99 3,56:1..69
33,473.38 40,728.37 306.1l
20,874.40 31,385.50 1,:'..67.90
19,309.51 28,666.63 1,~39.68
19,309.51 28,666.63 1,)39.68
26,683.04 36,314.66 l.::;~.la
.(',
- '.'
:>
~A
- -
.:.
8D
3
1
1
6A
Jl"".
2
7A
llA
6
7A
4
4A
:'..3A
4A
8
8C
6A
16
13A
15
8B
I
5A **
68
1
A:'..
9
7
SA
88
15
68
4
7A
7A
8A
~
!!
,I
II
II
II
** Sewer ?oreman
Shelte~ Office~
Sccial ~~~ke~ Aide
S c. e nog rap :-.e r
Ste~og~a;h~c Secretary
S~Deri~~e~dent 0: Board of
'\
Wate~ S'J.pply
Superinc.e~dent of Plumbing
~elephone Operator
H'YPist
Warrant Clerk
~outh Employment Service
II Coordinator
:1
'I
u
;-.c-::s:..:~.: ::~e~k
_..J__ _, :~:: ~:-:~~-.:_~:;~:=:C2rv13=:~ 3:', 19S<S::.-:-~ -:.:=-
-
...I ..._ ?::R.::C:
Accou~: ::'..e~k-!1?ist
~dminist~ative Assistant
Ii
to Rec~eation Department
~dministrative Officer
II
(Civil Defense)
Animal warden
Assessment Auditor
~ssessme!1t Cle~k
Assistar.c.Animal Warde~
Assisc.a~: Encri~ee~
Assistan: Planr.er
Bookkeece~
Building ~nspector
crashier
I
"hief Accountant
hief Account Clerk
hief Account Clerk - D.P.W.
~ity Director of Weights &
iI
Measures
ftity Engineer
~ivilian Complaint Clerk
Claims Investigator
Clerk
Communltv Service Aide
Community Worker
~omplai~: Investigator
~ompute~ C~nso1e Operator
~ompute~ Services Specialist
~onstruction Inspector
~oordinator - Community Center
~oordinator - Nutrition Program
~oordinator of Programs for
II
the Disabled
Court Security C::ice~
Court Securi:v SU8e~V~5~~
.'
DEC 3 0 1997::
/1 !i
I
1\
i!
,I
- 3 -
324,314.64 32,327.:7 S 2~:.27
20,708.43 30,339.87 l,C7C.16
27,483.37 39,613.39 1,347.78
36,171.13
25,844.59
27,483.37
22,347.3:
23,249.~2
42,618.68
23,249.02
27,483.44
32,838.08
27,483.49
55,732.05
42,618.68
27,483.79
30,215.30
52,453.64
24,314.48
28,849.69
19,888.80
16,938.13
30,215.47
25,844.29
24,314.48
30,215.30
27,483.79
28,849.69
22,347.31
47,048.62
37,404.10
39,613.39
33,792.70
33,792.7G
53,846.-i5
33,792.70
41,950.22
41,950.22
37,404.10
88,748.91
53,846.45
63,618.25
41,950.22
80,116.76
35,386.01
37,404.10
29,526.63
25,146.31
44,499.46
39,613.39
35,386.01
41,950.22
63,618.25
37,404.10
33,792.70
27,483.37 39,613.39
27,483.37 39,613.39
28,849.64 41,950.22
1,208.61
1,234.39
l,;';~.7S
-
., . ..,,
.
-'
-
,
- -'
-....
~ -. - -..
.,_,#.~J
~,:"7:".52
1,607.42
1,012.46
1,102.29
3,668.54
1,247.53
4,014.94
1,303.88
3,Ci73.66
l,:3:j.l:
~5:.4;.
::',:7C.8-
?:'..2.02
1,587.11
1,529.90
1,230.17
1,303.88
4, :
1'* .94
950.49
l,27~.7:'
1,347.73
,
,
--
-,
.;
~
.
.
,:;)
~ ..::::::.~-
93
63
13A
6B
8C
5A **
7B
4
6B
:'4
7~.
8S
8C
7A
5B
lA
7A
7A
8C
11
7;0..
SA
7.;
2A
7A
6A
15B
12
3A
13
12
9A
BC
BC
14
lB
14
7B
8C
8B
2
DEC 3 0 1997
17
~
*...
Deoutv ::rector :Civil Defense)
D:~ec~c~ of Ath:etic
Prograi':"ls
qirector/Parking Tickets
i Collection
Director of Youth
~levator/Building
Emergency Service
Employee Benefits
Elngineering Aide
Engineering Assistant
Executive Director
- Youth
Board
?ire Ecui~ment Mechanic
~ousi~g :nspector
rtousi~g Specialist
~nspector of Public Buildings
'I
& Works
Insurance Clerk
Intermediate Account Clerk
Jail Matron
Junior Accountant
Junior Engineer
Law Ass:stant
Legal Investigator
Legal S:e~ographer
Marketl~g Special:st
Jrdinar.=e Officer
?arkina S~force~ent Officer
Planner
Payroll Clerk
Planning Administrator
Principal Account Clerk
erisoner Attendant
p'rogrammer
Programmer Analyst
Purchasing Agent
Real Property Appraiser
Recreation Supervisor
Research & Grants
: Administrator
$ecretary to Planning
'\ Commissioner
Senior Accountant
Senior Account Clerk
Senior Account Clerk (in
Ii City Clerk's office)
Senior Cashier (in Comp-
I' troller's off ice)
Senior Citizens Recreation
Leacer
Activities
Inspector
Dispatcher
Clerk
**
-4 -
i:
I
,.;
36,171.40 ~4,499.~6
28,849.69 37,404.10
42,618.68
28,849.69
32,838.08
24,314.48
30,215.50
22,347.31
28,849.69
53,846.45
37,404.10
41,950.22
35,386.01
39,613.39
33,792.70
37,404.10
925.;,~
95~.49
1,24i.53
9::\:.49
1,012.46
1,23\:.:"7
1,044.2:'
1,27:.7:'
950.49
40,433.12 58,944.86 2,056.86
48,160.37 53,494.13 592.64
27,483.37 39,613.39 1,347.78
30,215.30 41,950.22 1,303.85
32,838.08
27,483.40
25,844.30
20,708.25
27,483.37
27,483.37
32,838.08
27,483.61
27,483.37
32,838.25
27,483.37
21,500.70
27,483.37
27,483.49
42,618.64
38,110.81
24,314.64
36,171.44
38,110.81
36,171.40
32,838.08
32,838.08
41,950.22
39,613.42
35,386.01
29,526.63
39,613.39
39,613.39
41,950.22
47,048.62
39,613.39
44,499.46
39,613.39
30,339.87
39,613.39
37,404.10
63,618.25
49,597.69
32,327.07
53,846.45
49,597.69
44,499.46
41,950.22
41,950.22
1,012.45
J..,34":'.'7S
1,06:.:'9
979.32
1,347.73
1,347.72
1,012.46
2,173.89
1,347.";5
1,295.69
1,347.78
982.13
1,347.75
1,102.29
2,333.29
1,276.32
89:).2"7
1,963.89
1,276.32
925.3';
1,012.46
1,012.46
40,433.12 58,944.86 2,056.86
24,314.46 29,526.63 579.13
40,433.12 58,944.86 2,056.86
30,215.50 39,613.39 1,044.2:
32,838.08 41,950.22
30,215.30 41,950.22
20,708.43 30,339.87
\
..
",'"-
....
~,.J_~.~~
:,3C3.==
.. "\...,.. .....
..., wi._..
3p.. Senior C':'erk .24,314.64 32,327.07 390.2'l3~ Senior Engineer 42,618.68 53,846.45
':',247.53
aD Senior Planner 34,477.61 41,950.22 83:).29
~5A Senior F'rogrammer 40,433.26 63,618.25 2,576.:'':'7A Senior Recreation Leader 27,483.37 39,613.39 :',347.-5llA Senior Recreation Supervisor 36,171.13 47,048.62 :',2:a.~:'4B Senior Stenographer
.~ 24,314.44 33,792.7C .. ....-
""I
...
-,-::~._..3A Senior Typis~
~24,314.64 32,327.07 2::J.:-;10 *...Sewer Foreman 36,061.95 45,903.36 .. .......
-
.-
-
,
..;~'':'
. .t
.,
5 She1~er Officer 23,249.15 35,386.01 :. ,.3 .; 3 . 3
~-
'I Socia:' i,'orker Aide 24,314.48 35,386.01 . ? - ~.i::r-.. ':',_JU._2 S:.e~ocraDher 20,708.43 30,339.87 1,070.:"65 Stenographic Secretary 25,844.59 37,404.10 1,284.39
:;'6 .~uperintendent of Board ofj,Water Supply 55,732.05 88,748.91 3,663.34
8D ~uperintendent of Plumbing 34,477.61 41,950.22 830.29
3 q'elephone Operator 21,500.61 32,327.07 1,222.~4
1 ffypist 19,888.80 29,526.63 , "'-~ .:-....I I",.1 Warrant Clerk 19,888.80 29,526.63 ~-~-, .. .
""
.
-6A ~outh Employment Se:-vice
i:Coordinator 27,483.49 37,404.10
-,--~.~j
~
,)
i
*...
- S:a:-:-ed Dosi::ons indicate employees working a
:-.0,,":-
' eek;
fo:::-r.:;. ...;:
QEt '30 \991and be .:.: further
17
j:
I'
Ii 1. The salary of any position in the competitive class
bf the Classifed service of the City of Mount Vernon not here-
~nabove listed shall be fixed by the Board of Estimate and
Contract.
I'
I!
I 2. Any employee receiving more than the maximum rate
allocated to tis position shall continue at that rate during :r.e
~eriod 2: incumbency except in the event of general service-w:de
reduct:~~ or increase.
RESOLVED, that
I
" 3. An employee promoted to a position in a higher sa1a:-,
srade shall receive the minimum rate for such position; if an
~mployee is promoted to a position in a higher salary grade, the
~inimum salary of which is equal to or lower than the rate of
compensation then received by such employee, he shall, upon suc~
promotion, be paid the salary which corresponds to the next
higher step within the salary range of the position to whic~ ~e
nas been promoted.
4. AT. emplcyee demoted to a position in a lower sa~a:-i'
grade s~all be paid at the :-ate which is within the approved
~ange :cr the lower grade position. The rate of pay shall be
set by :~e Boa:-d of Estimate and Contract.
il
Ii 5. A reinstated employee shall be paid at a salary rate
within the approved salary range for the position in which he is
~einstated. The rate of pay shall be set by the Board of
Estimate and Contract.
I',!
ii
"
-5-
IIi,
II
:1
II
'I
~ u
6. Annual inc~ements shall take effect o~ :~e ::~3:
~~..
I
of eac~ fiscal yea~. E~~~~yees appointed, p~omoted o~
~einsta~ed at least six ~ont~s prior to the beginning of :~e
! fisca~ fear shal~ be eligible ;or the annual increment. ~o
employee shal: be entitled to any increment as matter of right;
the :i~al decision as to whether any employee is entitled to an
increment being vested in the Board of Estimate and Contract.
7. The decision as to the amount of salaries and incre-
ments to be paid to employees is vested in the Board of Estimate
and Contract, the said Board reserving the right to increase or
reduce same at any time, provided such changes are genera:
service-wide increases or reductions.
8. Tte sa~ary of eac~ e~ployee shall be rev~e~edd a~~~a__~.
i
by ~is je~ar:~e~: tead :or :~e purpose 0: deter~:~:~g ~h:=~
!
e~p1vyee sha:: re~~:~e ~a:ary :~c~ease~ ~r'decreas:s Wl:~:~
~:~ ..1 Sala~j ra~ge to ~n:~~ tne:r ~CS::10ns ~ave been al~~catea.
"__ :~~il
l
persc~::e: recc~ds, tardiness and length of service shall be
: cons~de~ed i~ ~aking recommendations to the Board of Esti~ate and
DEC 30'99 Contract with major emphasis 'placed on the evaluaton of servicesrendered.
/7
9. Minimums, maximums and increments are based upon those
previously established for the period July 1, 1997 through Dece~be.
31, 1997, plus an increase of 3% for the period July 1, 1998 :hr=~:
December 31, 1998, as a result of negotiatlons between ~te :~~~ 5~
the City of Mount Verno~ for the year 1998.
I
,.
"
a:1d be :.: f"..~~:~e~
i! KESOLVSD, that the said salaries and adjustments thereof
I
shall be computed on the basis of 261 working days for the year
19S8 and 10 working days each bi-weekly pay period; legal
holidays shall be deemed working days; and be it further
RESOLVED, that this resolution shall take effect on
January 1, 1998.
A??RO'/::S AS :-C FORM ADOPTED BY
BOARD OF ESTrMA TE
AND CONTRACT
-6-
DE.C 3 0 1997
~C~F
DEE.UDI Clerk
APPROVED
Dept.
: :,~..;:\;:)i::
~~2UP
:';:J7v1i3ER
H
o
D
c;
J
. ?
H
o
o
G
--
::J
-'
'j
"ii
II RESOLVED, that the BOARD OF ESTIMATE AND CONTR.il.CT by
~irtue of the powers and authority vested in it by law, does hereby
establish the MINIMUM and MAXIMUM salaries and annual incre~en:s of
the positions hereinafter set forth in the CLASSIFIED SERVIC2 so
that said salaries and annual increments for the following p~si~ior.2
for ~he 1998, shall read as follows:
:,
FOR THE PERIOD JANUARY 1, 1998 THROUGHJUNE 30, 1998:
II
~ssistant Water Superintendent
~arage Superintendent
Park Supervisor
Public Works Supervisor
Sanitation Foreperson
Street L~ghting Maintenance
,
S~,lDerVlsor
TimekeeDer
Water Maintenance Foreperson
POSITION
"
MIN:::MUM
k\1NU AL
SALARY
$44,586.35'
32,480.40
32,480.40
47,288.39
26,683.14
31,183.40
37,000.75
37,000.75
$45,923.92
33,454.85
33,454.85
48,707.08
27,483.61
32,118.90
38,110.31
38,110.81
MAX : :-1t..l-!
k\JN tiAi.
SALARY
,~~: :-.JA:,
':)::'
-
v'~'."",
FOR THE PERIOD JULY 1, 1998 THROUGH DECEMBER 30, 1998:
!!
!I
~ssistant Water Superintendent
Garage Superintendent
Park Supervisor
~ublic Works Supervisor
Sanitation Foreperson
Street Lighting Maintenance
::Supervisor
Timekeeper
~ater Maintenance Foreperson
II
and be it futther
:1
"
OEC 3 0
1991FESOLVED, that
II 1. The salary of any position in the competitive class
I ~
P
"
f the Classifed service of the City of Mount Vernon not here-
inabove listed shall be fixed by the Board of Estimate and
Contract.
I
$65,078.54
49,587.69
49,537.69
60,345.59
45,678.27
$2,276.9:
l,9:)0.8:
,
-- 0 3 '~, ";;.., . ~
:'.430.8C
2,:':':>.5-
43,777.28 :',3~9.3~
48,153.10 :.239.15
48,153.10 :,239.15
$67,030.90
51,075.32
51,075.32
62,155.96
47,048.62
$2,345.22
l,957.83
:,957.83
~,494.32
2.:'73.89
45,090.60 1,441.30
49,597.69 1,276.32
49,597.69 1,276.32
2. Any employee receiving more than the maximum rate
allocated to his position shall continue at that rate durir.g the
period of incumbency except in the event of general service-Nide
reduction or increase.
";1 3. An employee promoted to a position in a higher sa:ary
grade shall receive the minimum rate for such position; if an
~mployee is promoted to a position in a higher salary grade, t~e
minimum salary of which is equal to or lower than the rate of
~ompensation then received by such employee, he shall, upon such
promotion, be paid the salary which corresponds to the next
higher step within the salary range of the position to which he
has been promoted.
'j
11
:j
I,
II
I.
"
I
/")
(5
4. An employee demoted to a position in a lower sa:ary
I
grade shall be paid at the ~ate which is within the approvej
rang~ fc~ the l~wer gra~e posit~o~. The rate of pay shal~ be
q set oy t:.;leBoare of Est:.~mate ana ,-ontrac!:,
q
'i
~ A reinstated emp~~yee shall be paid at a salary ~ate
.within t:.~eapproved salary ~ange for the position in which ~e is
;'reinstated. The rate of pay shall be set by the Board of
Estimate and Contract.
6. Annual increments shall take effect on the first day
of each fiscal year. Employees appointed, promoted or
reinstated at least six months prior to the beginning of the
fiscal year shall be eligible for the annual increment. No
employee shall be entitled to any increment as matter of r:ght;
the final decision as to whether any employee is entitled t~ an
I
increment being vested in the Soard of Estimate and Contract.
I
.1
7. The decisions as to the amount of salaries and :~cre-
!!ments to be paid to employees is vested in the Board of Est:mate
j'and Contract, the said Board reserving the right to increase or
0\9
reduce same at any time, provided such changes are general
GEC 3 service-wide increases or reductions.
I~
8. The salary of each employee shall be reviewed
annually by his department head for the purpose of determining
which employee shall receive salary increases or decreases
within the salary range to which their positions have been
allocated. All the personnel records, tardiness and length of
! se~vice shall be considered in making recommendations to the
~ Soard of Estimate and Contract w:th majo~ emphasis placed on the
,
evaluation of services rendered.
9. Minimums, maximums and increments are based upon those t
previously established for the period July 1, 1997 through Decembe+
31, 1997, plus an increase of 3% for the period July 1, 1998 through
December 31, 1998, as a result of negotiations between the CSEA an~
the City of Mount Vernon for the year 1998. I
RESOLVED, that the said salaries and adjustments thereof
shall be computed on the basis of 261 working days for the year
1998 and 10 working days each bi-weekly pay period; legal
, ho~:days shall be deemed working days; and be it further
Ii RESCLVED, :hat :::-.:.s resolution shall take effect on
il Januarv ::..,1998,
"
.
APPROVED AS TO fORM
\
ADOPTED BY
BOARD Of ESTIMATE
AND CONTRACT
DEC 3 0 1997
~PJ/
DEf.Un. Clerk
---
APPROVED
Dept.
II:
"
I;
. RESOLVED, that the SOARD OF ESTIMATE AND CON~~CT ~v
'ir:ue 0: the powers and authority vested in it by law, does he~~by
establis~ the MINIMUM and MAXIMu~ salaries and annual inc~e~ents 0:
~he posltions hereinafter set forth in the CLASSIFIED SERV::E of
the City of Mount Vernon, so that said salaries and annual
~ncrements for the following position for the year 1998, shall
;read as follows:
:1
ii
Ii
:1
POSITION
MINIMUM
PER DIEM
RATE *
MAX I MUM
PER DIEM
RATE *
A,,\1N:JA:"
INC~:::-
ME!,j":'
*
?C~ lEE ?ERIOD JAJ.'fuARY1, 1998 T~~OUGH JUNE 30, 1998:
Sc~ool C~ossi~g G~ard $47.::'0 $57.81 s - - ':j
?O~ THE ~ERIOD JULY 1, 1998 ~HROUGH DECEMBER 31, 1998:
~chool Crossing Guard
~~nd be it further
DEt '30\99'11
Ii
;: 1. The salaryof any positionin the competitiveclass
of the Classifed service of the City of Mount Vernon not here-
inabove listed shall be fixed by the Board of Estimate and
Contract.
$48.47 $59.54 $ :'.23
RESOLVED, that
J~
2.
allocated
;!?eriod of
!reduction
I'
ii
i! 3. An employee promoted to a position in a higher salary
grade shall receive the minimum rate for such position; if an
employee is promoted to a position in a higher salary grade, the
~inimum salary of which is equal to or lower than the rate of
compensation then received by such employee, he shall, upor. such
promotion, be paid the salary which co~responds to the ~ext
h:gher step within the sa::'3ryrange of :he position to whic~ he
tas been promoted.
Any employee receiving more than the maximum rate
to his position shall continue at that rate during the
incumbency except in the event of general service-wide
or increase.
. 4. An employee demoted to a position in a lower salary
grade shall be paid at the rate which is within the approved
r,ange for the lower grade position. The rate of pay shall be
set by the Board of Estimate and Contract.
:/ 5. A reinstated employee shall be paid at a salary rate
~ithin the approved salary range for the position in which ~e is
reinstated. The rate of pay shall be set by the Board of
Estimate and Contract.
.1
6. Annual increments shall take effect on the first day
of each fiscal year. Employees appointed, promoted or
reinstated at least six months prior to the beginning of the
fiscal year shall be eligible for the annual increment. No
~mployee shall be entitled to any increment as matter of right;
~he final decision as to whether any employee is entitled t~ a~
~ncrement being vested in the Board of Estimate and Contract.
:1
:i
"I.
"I'
;' ./
, /I
DEC 30\99
I
II
I
II~
7. The decision as to the amount of salaries and :ncre-
ments to be paid to employees is vested in the Board of £stlmate
and Coneract, the" said Board reserving the right to increas~ or
reduce same at any time, provided such changes are genera:'
service-wide increases or reductions.
8. The salary of each employee shall be reviewed
annually by his department head for the purpose of deterrni~:~g
which employee shall receive salary increases or decreases
within the salary range to which their positions have bee~
Iallocated. All the personnel records, tardiness and lengtt ~:
I service shall be considered in making recommendations to ~t:
"
'
Board o~ Estimate and Contract with major emphasis placed o~ :~e
evaluation of services rendered.
9. Minimums, maximums and increments are based upon those
previously established for the period July 1, 1997 through
December 31, 1997, plus an increase of 3% for the period July 1,
1998 through December 31, 1998, as a result of negotiations
between the CSEA and the City of Mount Vernon for the year 1998;
and be it further
RESOLVED, that the said salaries and adjustments thereof
shall be computed on the basis of 261 working days for the year
1997 and 10 working days each bi-weekly pay period; legal
holidays shall be deemed working days; and be it further
RESOLVED, that this resolution shall take effect on
January 1, 1998.
*
Based on 3-3/4 hour day.
.
APPROV~
~l'IX>ration Counsel
ADOPTED BY
BOARD OF ESTIMATE
AND CONTRAC'l'
DEC 3 0 1997
\
-~~'
/(~" ,/ ~f
ImP.UTY Clerk
APPROVED
Dept.
II'
II
Ii
./
II RESOLVED, that the BOARD OF ESTIMATE AND CONTRACT by I
I~irtue of the power and authority vested in it by law, does hereby
'establish the MINIMUM and MAXIMUM salaries and annual increments of
I
~he positions hereinafter set forth in the CLASSIFIED service of I
the City of Mount Vernon, so that said salaries and annual incre-
I
bents for the following positions for the year 1999 , shall read as,
Ifollows:
II
Ii
\iPOSITION
i
OR THE PERIOD JANUARY 1, 1999 THROUGH MARCH 31, 1999:
l;Account Clerk
I
~ccount Clerk-Typist
~dministrative Assistant
'-
to Recreation Department
Ir.
dministrative Officer
(Civil Defense)
I~imal Warden
,
'!Assessment Auditor
~ssessment Clerk
I
~ss~stant Ani~al Warden
~ss~stant Eng~neer
I
'~ssistant Planner
jBookkeeper
~uilding Inspector
I'cashier
I
~hief Accountant
~hief Account Clerk
~hief Account Clerk - D.P.W.
Fity Director of Weights &
Measures
City Engineer
Civilian Complaint Clerk
Claims Investigator
'
Clerk
'
Communications Specialist
ICommunity Service Aide
,Community Worker
' I
complaint Investigator
Icomputer Console Operator
II
,
computer Services Specialist
'Construction Inspector
Coordinator
- Community Center
I
coordinator
- Nutrition Program
Coordinator of Programs for
I
the Disabled
7A Eourt Security Officer
8A 'IcourtSecurity Supervisor
II
OEe 2 9 19~8
q
II
I
I
GRADE
GROUP
NUMBER
llA
6
7A
4
4A
13A
4A
8
8C
6A
16
13A
15
8B
I
5A **
6B
1
5A **
Al
9
7
5A
8B
15
6B
4
7A
3A
2
7A
c . (.; . V/ I "/ -/ 6
C
(
"~'
..
I,
,
-
"-
~~
""
-=-
MINIMUM
ANNUAL
SALARY
~ I 1_
MAXIMUM
ANNUAL
SALARY
ANNUAL
INCRE-
MENT
$24,314.64 32,327.07 $ 890.27
20,708.43 30,339.87 1,070.16
27,483.37 39,613.39 1,347.78
36,171.13
25,844.59
27,483.37
22,347.31
23,249.02
42,618.68
23,249.02
27,483.44
32,838.08
27,483.49
55,732.05
42,618.68
27,483.79
30,215.30
52,453.64
24,314.48
28,849.69
19,888.80
24,314.48
16,938.13
30,215.47
25,844.29
24,314.48
30,215.30
27,483.79
28,849.69
22,347.31
47,048.62
37,404.10
39,613.39
33,792.70
33,792.70
53,846.45
33,792.70
41,950.22
41,950.22
37,404.10
88,748.91
53,846.45
63,618.25
41,950.22
80,116.76
35,386.01
37,404.10
29,526.63
35,386.01
25,146.31
44,499.46
39,613.39
35,386.01
41,950.22
63,618.25
37,404.10
33,792.70
1,208.61
1,284.39
1,347.78
1,271.71
1,17L52
1,247.53
1,171.52
1,607.42
1,012.46
1,102.29
3,668.54
1,247.53
4,014.94
I I
1,303.88
3,073.68
1,230.17
950.49
1,070.87
1,230.17
912.02
1,587.11
1,529.90
1,230.17
1,303.88
4,014.94
950.49.
1,271.71
27,483.37 39,613.39 1,347.78
27,483.37 39,613.39 1,347.78
28,849.64 41,950.22 1,455.62
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9B eputy Director (Civil Defense) 36,171.40 44,499.46 925.34
6B
I
irector of Athletic
Programs 28,849.69 37,404.10 950.49
13A irector/Parking Tickets
Collection 42,618.68 53,846.45 1,247.53
6B irector of Youth Activities 28,849.69 37,404.10 950.49
8C levator/Building Inspector 32,838.08 41,950.22 1,012.46
5A ** mergency Service Dispatcher 24,314.48 35,386.01 1,230.17
7B mployee Benefits Clerk 30,215.50 39,613.39 1,044.21
4 ngineering Aide 22,347.31 33,792.70 1,271.71
6B ngineering Assistant 28,849.69 37,404.10 950.49
14 xecutive Director
- Youth
Board 40,433.12 58,944.86 2,056.86
F ** ire Equipment Mechanic 48,160.37 53,494.13 592.64
7A
'
ousing Inspector 27,483.37 39,613.39 1,347.78
8B ousing Specialist 30,215.30 41,950.22 1,303.88
8C nspector of Public Buildings
& Works 32,838.08 41,950.22 1,012.46
7A nsurance Clerk 27,483.40 39,613.42 1,347.78
5B
I
ntermediate Account Clerk 25,844.30 35,386.01 1,060.19
lA ail Matron 20,708.25 29,526.63 979.82
7A unior Accountant 27,483.37 39,613.39 1,347.78
7A unior Engineer 27,483.37 39,613.39 1,347.78
8C aw Assistant 32,838.08 41,950.22 1,012.46
11 egal Investigator 27,483.61 47,048.62 2,173.89
7A egal Stenographer 27,483.37 39,613.39 1,347.78
9A 'arketing Specialist 32,838.25 44,499.46 1,295.69
7A rdinance Officer 27,483.37 39,613.39 1,347.78
2A arking Enforcement Officer 21,500.70 30,339.87 982.13
7A 1anner 27,483.37 39,613.39 1,347.78
6A ayroll Clerk 27,483.49 37,404.10 1,102.29
15B lanning Administrator 42,618.64 63,618.25 2,333.29
12 rincipal Account Clerk 38,110.81 49,597.69 1,276.32
3A ** risoner Attendant 24,314.64 32,327.07 890.27
13 rogrammer 36,171.44 53,846.45 1,963.89
12 rogrammer Analyst 38,110.81 49,597.69 1,276.32
9A urchasing Agent 36,171.40 44,499.46 925.34
8C eal Property Appraiser 32,838.08 41,950.22 1,012.46
8C ecreation Supervisor 32,838.08 41,950.22 1,012.46
14 esearch & Grants
Administrator 40,433.12 58,944.86 2,056.86
IB ecretary ~oPlanning
Commissioner 24,314.46 29,526.63 579.13
14 enior Accountant 40,433.12 58,944.86 2,056.86
7B enior Account Clerk 30,215.50 39,613.39 1,044.21
8C enior Account Clerk (in
City Clerk's office) 32,838.08 41,950.22 1,012.46
8B enior Cashier (in Comp-
troller's office) 30,215.30 41,950.22 1,303.88
2 enior Citizens Recreation
Leader 20,708.43 30,339.87 1,070.16
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3A
13A
8D
15A
7A
11A
4B
3A
10
5
5A
2
6
16
8D
3
1
1
6A
3A
2
7A
llA
6
7A
4
4A
13A
4A
8
8C
6A
16
13A
15
8B
I
5A **
6B
1
5A **
Al
9
7
5A
8B
15
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**
enior Clerk
enior Engineer
enior Planner
enior Programmer
$enior Recreation Leader
$enior Recreation Supervisor
enior Stenographer
enior Typist
ewer Foreman
helter Officer
ocial Worker Aide
tenographer
tenographic Secretary
uperintendent of Board of
Water Supply
~uperintendent of Plumbing
elephone Operator
ypist
arrant Clerk
outh Employment Service
Coordinator
24,314.64
42,618.68
34,477.61
40,433.26
27,483.37
36,171.13
24,314.44
24,314.64
36,061.95
23,249.15
24,314.48
20,708.43
25,844.59
55,732.05
34,477.61
21,500.61
19,888.80
19,888.80
32,327.07
53,846.45
41,950.22
63,618.25
39,613.39
47,048.62
33,792.70
32,327.07
45,903.36
35,386.01
35,386.01
30,339.87
37,404.10
88,748.91
41,950.22
32,327.07
29,526.63
29,526.63
27,483.49 37,404.10
PERIOD APRIL 1 1999 THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 1999:
ccount Clerk
ccount Clerk-Typist
dministrative Assistant
to Recreation Department
dministrative Officer
(Civil Defense)
imal Warden
ssessment Auditor
ssessment Clerk
ssistant Animal Warden
ssistant Engineer
ssistant Planner
ookkeeper
uilding Inspector
ashier
hief Accountant
hief Account Clerk
hief AccountClerk - D.P.W.
ity Director of Weights &
Measures
ity Engineer
ivilian C9mplaint Clerk
.laims Investigator
lerk
ommunications Specialist
ommunity Service Aide
ommunity Worker
omplaint Investigator
omputer Console Operator
omputer Services Specialist
onstruction Inspector
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890.27
1,247.53
830.29
2,576.11
1,347.78
1,208.61
1,053.14
890.27
1,093.49
1,348.54
1,230.17
1,070.16
1,284.39
3,668.54
830.29
1,202.94
1,070.87
1,070.87
1,102.29
$25,044.06 33,296.88 $ 916.98
21,329.73 31,250.07 1,102.26
28,307.90 40,801.79 1,388.21
37,256.25
26,619.94
28,307.90
23,017.74
23,946.45
43,897.20
23,946.45
28,307.97
33,823.26
28,307.98
57,403.98
43,897.20
28,308.29
31,121.73
54,027.25
25,043.87
29,715.22
20,485.43
25,043.87
17,446.28
31,121.96
26,619.59
25,043.87
31,121.73
28,308.29
1
48,460.08
38,526.22
40,801.79
34,806.48
34,806.48
55,461.84
34,806.48
43,208.73
43,208.73
38,526.22
91,411.38
55,461.84
65,526.80
43,208.73
82,520.26
36,447.59
38,526.22
30,412.43
36,447.59
25,900.70
45,834.44
40,801.79
36,447.59
43,208.73
65,526.80
1,244.87
1,322.92
1,388.21
1,309.86
1,206.67
1,284.96
1,206.67
1,655.64
1,042.83
1,135.36
3,778.60
1,284.96
4,135.39
1,343.00
3,165.89
1,267.08
979.00
1,103.00
1,267.08
939.38
1,634.72
1,575.80
1,267.08
1,343.00
4,135.39
I!
I
I
I
I
6B
I
oordinator
-
Community Center 29,715.22 38,526.22 979.00
4 :Coordinator - Nutrition Program 23,017.74 34,806.48 1,309.86
7A ~oordinator of Programs for
the Disabled 28,307.90 40,801.79 1,388.21
7A gourt Security Officer 28,307.90 40,801.79 1,388.21
8A ourt Security Supervisor 29,715.12 43,208.73 1,499.29
9B Deputy Director (Civil Defense) 37,256.54 45,834.44 953.10
6B firector of Athletic
Programs 29,715.22 38,526.22 979.00
13A firector/parking Tickets
I
Collection 43,897.20 55,461.84 1,284.96
6B pirector of Youth Activities 29,715.22 38,526.22 979.00
8C 'levator/Building Inspector 33,823.26 43,208.73 1,042.83
5A ** Fmergency Service Dispatcher 25,043.87 36,447.59 1,267.08
7B ~mpI0yee Benefits Clerk 31,121.93 40,801.79 1,075.54
4 ngineering Aide 23,017.74 34,806.48 1,309.86
6B ~ngineering Assistant 29,715.22 38,526.22 979.00
14 fxecutive Director - Youth
Board 41,646.08 60,713.21 2,118.57
F ** ire Equipment Mechanic 49,605.17 55,098.95 610.42
7A : ousing Inspector 28,307.90 40,801. 79 1,388.21
8B ousing Specialist 31,121.73 43,208.73 1,343.00
8C nspector of Public Buildings
& Works 33,823.26 43,208.73 1,042.83
7A nsurance Clerk 28,307.93 40,801.82 1,388.21
5A ntermediate Account Clerk 26,619.59 36,447.59 1,092.00
lA ail Matron 21,329.54 30,412.43 1,009.21
7A unior Accountant 28,307.90 40,801.79 1,388.21
7A unior Engineer 28,307.90 40,801.79 1,388.21
8C aw Assistant 33,823.26 43,208.73 1,042.83
11 egal Investigator 28,308.09 48,460.08 2,239.11
7A egal Stenographer 28,307.90 40,801.79 1,388.21
9A arketing Specialist 33,823.40 45,834.44 1,334.56
7A rdinance Officer 28,307.90 40,801.79 1,388.21
2A
I
arking Enforcement Officer 22,145.76 31,250.07 1,011.59
7A 1anner 28,307.90 40,801.79 1,388.21
6A
I
ayroll Clerk 28,307.98 38,526.22 1,135.36
15B lanning Administrator 43,897.19 65,526.80 2,403.29
12 I rincipa1 Account Clerk 39, 254 . ,13 51,085.62 1,314.61
3A ** frisoner Attendant 25,044.06 33,296.88 916.9813 rogrammer 37,256.55 55,461.84 2,022.81
12 rogrammer Analyst 39,254.13 51,085.62 1,314.61
9A urchasing Agent 37,256.54 45,834.44 953.10
8C eal Estate Appraiser 33,823.26 43,208.73 1,042.83
8C ecreation Supervisor 33,823.26 43,208.73 1,042.83
14 . esearch & Grants
Administrator 41,646.08 60,713.21 2,118.57
IB ecretary to Planning
Commissioner 25,043.93 30,412.43 596.50
14 enior Accountant 41,646.08 60,713.21 2,118.57
7B enior Account Clerk 31,121.93 40,801.79 1,075.54
8C enior Account Clerk (in
City Clerk's office) 33,823.26 43,208.73 1,042.83
8B enior Cashier (in Comp-
troller's office) 31,121.73 43,208.73 1,343.00
DEC 2 9 199
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2I
enior Citizens Recreation
Leader 21,329.73 31,250.07 1,102.26
3A enior Clerk 25,044.06 33,296.88 916.98
13A enior Engineer 43,897.20 55,461.84 1,284.96
8D enior Planner 35,511.93 43,208.73 855.20
15A enior Programmer 41,646.29 65,526.80 2,653.39
7A enior Recreation Leader 28,307.90 40,801.79 1,388.21
llA enior Recreation Supervisor 37,256.25 48,460.08 1,244.87
4B enior Stenographer 25,043.91 34,806.48 1,084.73
3A enior Typist 25,044.06 33,296.88 916.98
10 ** ewer Foreman 37,143.85 47,280.46 1,126.29
5 helter Officer 23,946.59 36,447.59 1,389.00
SA ocial Worker Aide 25,043.87 36,447.59 1,267.08
2 tenographer 21,329.73 31,250.07 1,102.26
6 tenographic Secretary 26,619.9~ 38,526.22 1,322.92
16 uperintendent of Board of
Water Supply 57,403.98 91,411.38 3,778.60
8D uperintendent of Plumbing 35,511.93 43,208.73 855.20
3 elephone Operator 22,145.61 33,296.88 1,239.03
1 ist 20,485.43 30,412.43 1,103.00
1 arrant Clerk 20,485.43 30,412.43 1,103.00
6A outh Employment Service
Coordinator 28,307.98 38,526.22 1,135.36
DEC 2 9 199
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- Starred positions indicate employees working a forty (40)
hour week;
it further
RESOLVED, that
1. The salary of any position in the competitive class
f the Classifed service of the City of Mount Vernon not here-
nabove listed shall be fixed by the Board of Estimate and
ontract.
2. Any employee receiving more than the maximum rate
110cated to his position shall continue at that rate during the
eriod of incumbency except in the event of general service-wide
eduction or increase.
3. An employee promoted to a position in a higher salary
rade shall receive the minimum rate for such position; if an
mployee is promoted to a position in a higher salary grade, the
inimum salary of which is equal to or lower than the rate of
.
ompensation then received by such employee, he shall, upon such
romotion, be paid the salary which corresponds to the next
!
igher step within the salary range of the position to which he
as been promoted.
4. An employee demoted to a position in a lower salary
rade shall be paid at the rate which is within the approved
ange for the lower grade position. The rate of pay shall be
[
et by the Board of Estimate and Contract.
5. A reinstated employee shall be paid at a salary rate
ithin the approved salary range for the position in which he is
einstated. The rate of pay shall be set by the Board of
stimate and Contract.
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6. Annual increments shall take effect on the first day
of each fiscal year. Employees appointed, promoted or
reinstated at least six months prior to the beginning of the
fiscal year shall be eligible for the annual increment. No
employee shall be entitled to any increment as matter of right;
the final decision as to whether any employee is entitled to an
increment being vested in the Board of Estimate and Contract.
7. The decision as to the amount of salaries and incre-
ments to be paid to employees is vested in the Board of Estimate
and Contract, the said Board reserving the right to increase or
reduce same at any time, provided such changes are general
service-wide increases or reductions.
8. The salary of each employee shall be reviewedd annually
by his department head for the purpose of determining which
employee shall receive salary increases or decreases within the
salary range to which their positions have been allocated. All th
personnel records, tardiness and length of service shall be
considered in making recommendations to the Board of Estimate and
Contract with major emphasis placed on the evaluaton of services
rendered.
9. Minimums, maximums and increments are based upon those
previously established for the period July 1, 1998 through Decembe
31, 1998, plus an increase of 3% for the period April 1, 1999
Shrough December 31, 1999, as a result of negotiations between the
CSEA and the City of Mount Vernon for the year 1999.
and be it further
RESOLVED, that the said salaries and adjustments thereof
shall be computed on the basis of 261 working days for the year
1999 and 10 working days each bi-weekly pay period; legal
holidays shall be deemed working days; and be it further
RESOLVED, that this resolution shall take effect on
January 1, 1999.
ADOPTED BY
BOARD OF ESTIMATE
AND CONTRACT
DEC 2 9 1998
-6J1~{{1f;APPROVED
Dept.
(/
